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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper aims at demonstrating the importance of the adoption of risk management 

strategies by companies operating in the agribusiness sector. The future evolution of the 

sector requires the change of operations and the digital advancement of agribusiness 

enterprises. The latter must put in place some risk management mechanisms to cope with the 

different risks faced in order to capture the necessary capital on the financial markets to 

update their operations. Qualitative interviews, conducted with investment managers from 

different Brazilian financial institutions, highlighted that the most important risk faced by 

enterprises operating in agriculture is the so-called commodity price risk. Futures, storage, 

insurances and vertical integration are the most common strategies implemented by 

companies to limit the volatility of revenues and profit. Through the literature review and 

empirical analyses, the paper will examine the efficacy of these four strategies on Brazilian 

agribusiness small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The analyses show that all the four 

strategies at firm-level present some drawbacks, which negatively affect their use and efficacy. 

While for large size enterprises futures are an effective hedging strategy, SMEs face problems 

in the use of these financial instruments due to their high cost, their time of maturity, the 

required quality of the underlying assets and the delivery location. Moreover, while according 

to N. Scott volatility reduces along the stages of agricultural value chains, this research shows 

that this phenomenon is true only for some industries and so vertical integration does not 

always bring benefits and reduce price volatility. In the following years, risk management 

strategies and financial instruments should evolve with the purpose of facilitating the 

advancement of the agribusiness sector. Finally, Brazilian government should consider taking 

an active role in limiting the overall risk exposure of SMEs operating in the primary sector. By 

developing national protection mechanisms in favor of farmers, Brazil could help close the 

food demand gap, boost its GDP and limit hunger in the world. 

 

KEY WORDS: risk management, agribusiness, commodity price risk. 
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RESUMO 

 

Este trabalho tem por objetivo demonstrar a importância da adoção de estratégias de 

gestão de riscos pelas empresas que atuam no setor de agronegócios. A evolução 

futura do setor requer a mudança de operações e o avanço digital das empresas do 

agronegócio. Estas últimas devem colocar em prática alguns mecanismos de gestão 

de risco para lidar com os diferentes riscos enfrentados, a fim de capturar o capital 

necessário nos mercados financeiros para atualizar suas operações. Entrevistas 

qualitativas, conduzidas com gestores de investimentos de diferentes instituições 

financeiras brasileiras, destacaram que o risco mais importante enfrentado pelas 

empresas que operam na agricultura é o chamado risco do preço da commodity. 

Futuros, armazenamento, seguros e integração vertical são as estratégias mais 

comuns implementadas pelas empresas para limitar a volatilidade das receitas e do 

lucro. Por meio da revisão da literatura e de análises empíricas, o artigo examinará a 

eficácia dessas quatro estratégias nas pequenas e médias empresas (PMEs) do 

agronegócio brasileiro. As análises mostram que todas as quatro estratégias em nível 

de empresa apresentam algumas desvantagens, que afetam negativamente seu uso 

e eficácia. Enquanto para empresas de grande porte o futuro é uma estratégia de 

hedge eficaz, as PMEs enfrentam problemas no uso desses instrumentos financeiros 

devido ao seu alto custo, tempo de maturidade, qualidade exigida dos ativos 

subjacentes e local de entrega. Além disso, embora de acordo com N. Scott a 

volatilidade se reduza ao longo das fases das cadeias de valor agrícolas, esta 

pesquisa mostra que este fenómeno é verdadeiro apenas para algumas indústrias, 

pelo que a integração vertical nem sempre traz benefícios e reduz a volatilidade dos 

preços. Nos anos seguintes, as estratégias de gestão de risco e os instrumentos 

financeiros devem evoluir com o objetivo de facilitar o avanço do setor de 

agronegócios. Finalmente, o governo brasileiro deve considerar assumir um papel 

ativo na limitação da exposição global ao risco das PMEs que operam no setor 

primário. Ao desenvolver mecanismos nacionais de proteção em favor dos 

agricultores, o Brasil poderia ajudar a fechar a lacuna de demanda por alimentos, 

aumentar seu PIB e limitar a fome no mundo. 

 

PALAVRAS CHAVE: risk management, agribusiness, commodity price risk. 
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Introduction 

 

Food demand is expected to experience a sharp increase of 70 p.p. by 2050 and will require 

overall investments of USD 265 billion (FAO, 2019). Population expansion, urbanization and 

changing in global diets are just three of the major drivers of this phenomenon. Agriculture 

and agribusiness are expected to advance accordingly in order to catch and fill the future gap 

in demand. The digitization and the creation of advanced equipment such as robot and IoT 

technologies are seen as necessary enablers to improve efficiency in the primary sector. Brazil 

is one of the countries that is expected to supply food thanks to its land abundancy, research 

centers and technical capabilities. However, the adoption of these newest technologies 

requires the collaboration of both governments and financial institutions, which will inject 

new capital in the sector.  

After having completed an internship in a development investment bank, I have realized how 

fundamental for risk management strategies are in the process of requesting loan or equity 

participation to financial institutions. Indeed, the daily operations of agriculture and 

agribusiness are threatened by many risks and so financial institutions expect enterprises to 

implement risk management procedures. Along the years, many scholars have analyzed 

different risk management strategies, which can help enterprises to stabilize the volatility of 

their revenues and cash flows. However, the majority of the scholars have focused their 

researches on large size companies operating in the oil and gas industries. The literature 

review presents a gap of analysis on SMEs operating in the soft commodities industry. Small 

and Medium enterprises (SMEs) are categorized by three main factors: staff headcount, 

turnover and balance sheet value. Small enterprises count less than 50 people in their staff 

and have a turnover or a balance sheet total value inferior to EUR 10 million. Medium 

enterprises have a staff headcount inferior to 250 people and a turnover lower than EUR 50 

million. The limited size and financial availability of these enterprises entails some threats in 

the use of common risk management strategies. However, SMEs represent a large percentage 

of the players in the agribusiness industry and so, an analysis on them appears fundamental 

in order to evaluate the future development of the Agribusiness sector. 
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Through qualitative interviews with financial managers, this paper adds value to the literature 

in three different ways by (i) stating and analyzing which are the risks faced by agricultural 

enterprises according to managers of financial institutions, (ii) adapting the risk management 

strategies studied in the literature to the reality of SMEs which operate in Brazil. Finally, 

through an elaboration of secondary data, the paper investigates whether vertical integration 

can be asserted always as a positive strategy that decreases FCFOs volatility in agribusiness.  

Indeed, this qualitative and in part quantitative research has the goal to answers to the 

following questions: 

• In terms of practioners perspective, what are the main challenges for future 

investments in the Brazilian agribusiness? 

• What is perceived, by those practioners, as being the best risk management strategies 

available today in order to face these challenges? 

 

Specifically, the paper research is divided into 4 chapters that will allow the readers to 

understand the opportunities and the threats linked with the evolution of the agribusiness 

sector in Brazil. 

Chapter one points out which are the drivers of future food expansion. In order to exploit the 

future positive delta in food demand, agriculture needs to innovate its daily operations. The 

latter could be achieved by adopting new production methods, use new technologies to bring 

food production to consumers (i.e. genetic modification and breeding) and incorporate cross-

industry technologies and applications (i.e. drone technologies). In this chapter, the reader 

will be able to explore which are the main drivers of the industry that will lead the 

transformation and digitization of the agribusiness industry. Finally, this chapter has the goal 

to reply to the question “which are the main trends and drivers of Agriculture 4.0?”.  

Chapter two is focused on investing in the Brazilian agriculture. It contains the qualitative 

analysis of this research paper. The risks faced by agribusiness companies are collected 

through several interviews with managers from Brazilian financial institutions. According to 

them, the main risks faced in this sector can be divided into 4 categories: market risk, external 

risk, competitive risk and demand risk. Specifically, according to the managers interviewed, 

the most important risk that enterprises need to address is the commodity price risk. The 
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latter can be associated with the variation of commodities prices, which cannot be controlled 

by enterprises. In this second chapter, the reader will be able to understand which are the 

biggest risks considered by financial managers before investing in an agriculture-business.  

Chapter three examines through a literature review analysis if commodity price risk impacts 

the financial and default risk of enterprises. According to many scholars, there is a correlation 

between the commodity price risk and the financial one. Indeed, the volatility of commodity 

prices impact enterprises’ FCFOs. This chapter proves that commodity price risk requires 

enterprises to implement risk management strategies in order to decrease their overall risk 

profile and become more attractive for financial institutions that intend to invest. This chapter 

will allow the reader to understand why commodity price risk is considered a high-profile risk 

that could put in danger an investment. Furthermore, it will show the critical implications that 

a variation of commodity prices can have on the company and so on the investment. Chapter 

3 has the goal to reply to the questions “what is commodity-price risk?” and “why is considered 

the risk with the biggest potential impact?” 

Chapter four analyzes how risk management strategies could cope with commodity risk price. 

In the qualitative interviews, financial managers listed four main strategies: futures, storage, 

insurance and vertical integration. The current literature review studies these strategies only 

by analyzing big size enterprises and so it does not consider the drawbacks of these 

instruments, which reduce their efficacy and utilization by SMEs. Moreover, the chapter 

contains an empirical analysis that demonstrates how vertical integration can be an effective 

strategy only in some industries. The two industries analyzed are sugarcane and soybeans. 

This chapter is the key chapter of the paper because it shows the reader which are the possible 

strategies to cope with commodity-price risk and, at the same time, it will show which are the 

drawbacks of all these four strategies. The latter will lead to the conclusion that commodity 

price risk cannot be fully eliminate. 

Finally, the conclusion chapter briefly summarizes the research main findings and it points out 

the possible future trends that might verify in the risk management field.  

The relevancy of the studied topics and so of this research can be inferred not only from the 

high value of capital investments involved but also by the UN goal of ending world hunger. 
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Indeed, the advancement of agriculture involves humanitarian and social goals that are far 

more important than finance reasoning. 
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Methodology 
 

In order to meet the increase in food demand, SMEs will have to convince financial 

institutions to be worth the risk. However, agribusiness company are considered as a high risk-

profile investment due to their intrinsic business model and their focus on commodities. 

In order to have a better understanding of which are the main risks faced by SMEs 

operating in the Agribusiness industry, a round of qualitative interviews has been conducted. 

The latter have the goal to understand which are the main risks, according to practioners, of 

a future possible investment in enterprises that has the goal of digitizing the agribusiness 

sector. Indeed, chapter 2 contains the interviews were developed with managers and 

representatives of banks (KFW), development banks (KFW-DEG) and other investment 

institutions. More in details, the people interviewed in March 2019 were: Philipp Heinz 

(Director South America, KFW-DEG), André Aguillar (Investment Manager, KFW-DEG, Koln 

office), Luiz Maximo (Investment Manager, KFW-DEG, Sao Paulo office), Marcelo Nelsow 

(Investment Manager, Quinto Andar), Alex Schober (Director, KFW-IPEX, Koln office), Oliver 

Prokein (Director South America, KFW-IPEX). Qualitative interviews were chosen since they 

could guarantee a higher flexibility and have a better understanding of the concepts 

mentioned by the managers. Indeed, the managers were asked to mentioned the main risks 

with the highest impact on the potential investment and to give a brief description of the risk. 

In this way it was possible to also give a brief definition of description of the risk. The approach 

used was the informal and conversational interviews. Indeed, after having asked the question 

on which are the main risks according to them, other questions were asked to the interviewees 

according to what they have replied previously. Moreover, interviewers were asked to 

mention which one according to them was the risk that could potentially impact the most 

SMEs. According to the managers the risk with the potential high impact is Commodity Price 

risk.  

After having acknowledged that commodity price risk is considered as the biggest risk 

for practioners, chapter three has the goal to analyze this risk, since it can be possible major 

barrier to investments in Agribusiness. In order to achieve this goal, a literature review has 

been conducted to have a better understanding of its nature and the link with financial risk.  
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Furthermore, a literature review has also been conducted in order to understand 

which are the most common risk management strategies deployed by companies to cope with 

commodity price. Literature reviews was conducted both on articles and books developed by 

different scholars (see references). Both the literature review and personal experience have 

pointed out four main risk management strategies: futures, storage, insurances and vertical 

integration. However, qualitative interviews were conducted in order to understand the 

drawbacks of these strategies if applied to the context of Brazilian SMEs. Indeed, interviewees 

were asked to point out if SMEs encounter difficulties in adopting these four main strategies, 

according to their experiences and relationships with clients, since the literature review is 

mainly conducted to large enterprises operating in the oil and gas industry. Moreover, a 

quantitative analysis on the sugarcane industry and soya industry, in order to understand if 

vertical integration can bring benefits. In this last part, secondary data were collected on 

different online databases in order to compare the volatility of the price of the raw materials 

with the price of the processed products. After having collected these data, an excel database 

has been created on which the volatility analysis has been conducted (see chapter 4). 

The model below will represent the methodology of analysis of the topic. 
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1. Agribusiness 
 

1.1 Overview 

 

Agribusiness can be defined as an industry that involves the producing operations of 

a farm and the upstream and downstream activities related to the production of the final 

agricultural product, such as the industries which provide the means of production to 

agriculture. Indeed, agribusiness is strictly linked and promoted by the use of fertilizers, 

logistic services, electricity and machineries. Agribusiness differs from agriculture. Indeed, the 

latter, on the other hand, is considered more as small-scale farming, focused more on the 

production and consumption of agricultural products raised locally, using manpower, with the 

least intervention of technology, minimizing fossil fuel consumption and pesticide pollution. 

It can be inferred that agribusiness is the evolution of agriculture. Indeed, by applying the use 

of technologies, advanced machineries, genetically modified crops to the production of 

agricultural goods we move from considering agriculture to the agribusiness. It is possible to 

state that the agribusiness sector is indeed more complex and comprehensive of more 

activities which have become more sophisticated thanks to the evolution of technologies and 

high investments in Research & Development (R&D).  

In the past decades, both the animal and vegetal sector, benefiting from the 

mentioned transformations, have become more innovative, have started following the market 

economy logic, have been composed by different and complex activities such as storing, 

processing, industrialization and distribution and have been deepening of technological, 

productive and financial relations. The latter transformation has led to the formation of a 

modern industrial park providing capital goods and input for that area, a sector called the 

rising tides of the farm. On the other hand, the ebb tide sector was formed, including the 

segments accounting for industrialization and distribution (Ortiz Furtuoso, Martins Guilhoto, 

2003).  

Measuring the contribution of agribusiness to GDP has also become a more complex 

process than how it was before with agriculture. According to the researchers Ortiz Furtuoso 

and Martins Guilhoto, “Each of the Agribusiness complexes is divided into four components: 

a) input to agriculture; b) agriculture; c) agriculture based industry (processing sectors); and 
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d) final distribution” (Ortiz Furtuoso, Martins Guilhoto, 2003). As we can see indeed, we need 

to consider not only the components of agriculture but also its related services that help to 

grow, produce, process and distribute the products. For example, by considering the livestock 

industry (meat) it is possible to state that the relevance of livestock farming does not only 

regard the tons produced and exported of meat. Indeed, as it is possible to read in the 

“Brazilian Livestock Profile, Annual Report”, the livestock farming sector involves many other 

correlated industries, such as packaging (BRL 1,322 mln), electric power (BRL 1,153 mln) and 

logistic (BRL 888 mln). In 2016, the inputs and services (i.e. feed, machinery, ext…)  provided 

to the livestock production were worth almost BRL 61 bln. In 2016, the overall livestock 

industry was worth almost BRL 345 bln and 352,367 formal jobs. By utilizing the Foreign 

Exchange Rate (FX) registered on the 31/12/2016, 1 EUR = 3,42 BRL, the just analyzed industry 

was worth EUR 1 bln out of the 410 bln of the overall agribusiness industry.  

The main agriculture-based industries that composed the agribusiness sector are: 

▪ Wood and Wood Products;  

▪ Paper and Pulp; 

▪ Alcohol;  

▪ Leather and Skins; 

▪ Coffee Industry; 

▪ Vegetal Products Processing; 

▪ Livestock; 

▪ Dairy Industry; 

▪ Sugar Industry; 

▪ Other Food Products (fruit). 

The sum of the GDP produced by each of these industries composed the overall GDP 

contribution of Agribusiness. The World Bank (www.data.worldbank.org), calculate the 

overall contribution of Agriculture to GDP by utilizing the input-output matrix and it considers 

the value added by the different activities that compose the value chain of each sub-industry.  

In 2018, agriculture have contributed for the 6.4% in the overall world GDP formation for a 

total value of  USD 5,084,800 million. The first contributor is China accounting for the 19.49% 

of total global agricultural output, India was the second one with 7.39%. World's largest 

economy United States is at third place, followed by Brazil and Indonesia. Agriculture, forestry 

http://www.data.worldbank.org/
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and fishing have an overall lower value of 3.5% of world GDP. Both the values have been 

experiencing a negative trend: indeed, their incidence on GDP has been decreasing since 2000. 

 

Picture 1: Agribusiness contribution to World GDP 

 

1.2 The Future of Agribusiness 

 

1.2.1 Opportunities and Threats 
 

According to FAO, an increase in demographics will lead food demand to grow and 

increase exponentially. Indeed, the food demand will grow by 70%, by 2050. The latter, 

associated with the UN-goal of ending hunger by 2030, will required investments of USD 265 

billion (FAO, 2019).   

As mentioned, the main cause of the increase in food demand is strictly connected 

with the increase of demographics. As it is possible to read in the Report “Agriculture 4.0” 

written by Oliwer Wyman, a consulting company, in the coming decades, world population is 

forecasted to reach 10 billion people by 2050, which will be an increase of 33 percent 

compared to the data registered in October 2017. By 2100, the global population is expected 

to reach 11.2 billion. As mentioned in the report, these data may understate actual fertility 

rates. Indeed, according to other studies, which consider other scenarios, population could hit 

16.5 billion. However, even by applying cautious growth rate, population growth rate can be 
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defined as high. The latter, will boost demand for food by almost 50 percent as compared to 

2013 agricultural output, even considering the scenario with cautious population growth rate 

(+33 p.p.). Another factor that influences food demand increase is the change in global diet. 

Indeed, the latter, is a result not only of the increase of population but also of shifting 

demographics. Indeed, in the last years, it has been registered a growing demand for high-

value animal protein. This trend has its roots in two main phenomena, such as urbanization 

and rising incomes. These mentioned trends mean greater demand that entails increased 

meat output. The latter will be reflected on the future development of the agribusiness 

sectors. Indeed, farmers will have to produce 70 percent more food by 2050 (UN Food and 

Agriculture Organization (FAO)). Moreover, food will need to be customized according to the 

needs and tastes of a more “urbanized” population, who required a more processed type of 

food. The latter phenomenon will be reflected on the entire agriculture value chain. For 

example, by analyzing the higher demand for high-value animal protein, the agribusiness value 

chain will face a double opportunity: the expansion of livestock sector and higher demand for 

feed for animals (grain, maize). To summarize, the growing global population will increase the 

amount of agricultural products consumed as food, feed and also used for industrial purposes.  

More in details, according to FAO, the majority of the positive delta of food demand 

will be originated in regions with high population growth. In particular, it is expected that the 

big growth will be originated in the Sub-Saharan Africa, North Africa, India and Middle-East. 

The different categories of food product will have a different development according to their 

nature. Indeed, the demand will vary based upon regions. For example, the demand of meat 

is forecasted to be high in North and South America, while the growth in Africa will limited. 

The consumption of fresh dairy products is expected to reach high level in Asia, especially in 

countries such as India and Pakistan. The industry is forecasted to register an increase in the 

consumption (per capita) of sugar and vegetable oil. The latter is driven by the two drivers 

discussed above: urbanization and the shift toward more processed food-products. The shift 

towards a diet based on protein meat in some regions provide incentives to farmers who 

operates in the livestock sector to expand their business and reach larger herds. The latter 

trend will also lead to a stimulation of the animal feeds demand. Indeed, feed crops like 

soybeans and maize are supposed to register an increase in their relatives shares in the global 

crop mix. Hence, the growth in feed use of cereals is expected to exceed the expansion of food 
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use over the coming decade (FAO, 2019). Thanks to the technological advances, discussed in 

the paragraph below, which will lead to higher production yields and intensity, the expansion 

in global crop output is considered doable and achievable. 

 

 

Picture 2: The two main drivers of food demand: population growth and urbanization. 

 

On the other side of the coin, the agribusiness market is currently facing a range of 

uncertainties, that in addition to the ones commonly face by this market (i.e. climate risk), are 

putting at risk the present of the sector. Those threats are of a different nature. On one hand, 

by analyzing the supply side, the spread of the African Swine Fever, extremes climate 

catastrophes events and the heterogeneous responses to plant breeding all over the world, 

are currently posing a limit to the sector result. On the other hand, also the demand side of 

the industry, is currently putting at risk the current development of Agribusiness. Indeed, the 

evolution of people perceptions toward sustainability and health are limiting the request of 

sugar-products and processed-products. Of a different nature is the risk factor linked to the 

instability of future trading agreements between countries. A clear example can be found in 

the trade war between China and the United States that have altered the global output 

exported and imported for many different countries. For example, Brazil benefited from the 

trade war between China and the United States, ending up to export a higher volume of pork 
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meats toward the Asian country. These ongoing trade tensions could potentially could reduce 

the overall trade value and so the prices of agricultural commodities, strictly linked with the 

demand-offer logic.  

According to the consulting company Oliver Wyman, in its report “Agriculture 4.0”, for the 

market future development other possible two main future threats must be considered. The 

latter are already present nowadays but have a high potential impact. The first trend is linked 

with the use of natural resources and the second one is linked with climate change.  

▪ Current uses of natural resources are highly stressed 

According to the consulting company, natural resources are currently stressed. The 

main negative feature is that global farmland is becoming unsuitable for production. 

Indeed, it is estimated that already the 25 p.p. of land is asserted as “highly degraded” 

and the 44 p.p. is rated as slightly degraded. Land is not the only natural element which 

is considered highly stressed. Indeed, water can also be considered as a scarce-

resource at risk. The latter can be asserted by the fact that more than the 40 p.p. of 

the world’s rural population is living in water-scarce areas. In the previous decades, 

when farmlands were becoming unsuitable for production, and so degraded, farmers 

could simply move their “production site” to unused and new land, which were 

brought to production. Unfortunately, it is impossible nowadays to do the same. 

Indeed, there are less new and unused farmlands and the ones which have remained 

might not be farmed on a suitable basis. Land shortage can put a limit on the future 

development of the agriculture market. Indeed, this phenomenon could lead to 

smaller dimension farms which will produce less output and at a lower yield. The latter 

will make it almost impossible to catch the greater food demand expected in the 

future. Unluckily, the main cause of this threat is agriculture itself. Different 

agricultural aspects, and natural causalities, are contributing to the land degradation 

process in many ways. Soil erosion is caused by overcutting of vegetation (clearing for 

farmland), along with improperly orchestrated fallow periods, crop rotations, and 

livestock overgrazing (Oliver Wyman, 2018). An aggravating factor of the land 

degradation is the use of fertilizers to restore and improve agricultural yields, which, 

in the end, has caused to an imbalance in nutrients. More in details, degradation of 
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farmland has been linked with many different causes (direct and indirect). The main 

direct causes which have been detected, are: 

o Deforestation of unsuitable land: It must be mentioned that according 

to scientists, deforestation in itself is not degrading. It only becomes a 

degrading factor when the cleared-land presents some elements, such 

as: it is sloping, it has an erodible soil and a poor management is 

applied.  

o Overcutting vegetation: Overcutting natural forests and woodlands in 

order to obtain forest products (i.e. timber) can bring to water erosion 

and wind erosion. These two phenomena make the land unsuitable for 

crop. 

o Inadequate fallow periods: In the last decades, the agriculture market 

has experienced Shorten fallow periods, which in the end have made 

some farmlands to be deemed as “highly degraded”.  

o Overgrazing: Overgrazing leads directly to decreases in the quantity and 

quality of the vegetation cover, which in turn lead to a decline in the 

soil’s physical properties and resistance to erosion (Oliver Wyman, 

2018). 

o Improper crop rotation. 

o Unbalanced fertilizer use (discussed above). 

 

▪  Climate change is reducing productivity in agriculture  

Climate change has been one of the most discussed topics in the last years. It is possible 

to state that this phenomenon is rapidly altering the environment and reducing 

productivity yields in agriculture. Indeed, the planet has experienced higher 

temperatures than normally, leading to non-optimal conditions for the growth of 

agricultural products. Indeed, one of the effects of climate change is the increase in 

the variability of precipitation and a rise in the frequency of droughts and floods, which 

tend to reduce crop yields. Although higher temperatures can improve crop growth, 

studies have documented that crop yields decline significantly when daytime 

temperatures exceed a certain crop specific level (FAO, 2016).  Some data have 
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testified the existence of Climate change and so its unfavorable effects of agriculture. 

Indeed, considering the degree of manmade emissions of GHGs (greenhouse gases), it 

has reached its peak, as shown in a 2014 report of the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change (IPCC). Unfortunately, once again, the agriculture sector is among the 

“top” producers of GHGs. Indeed, in the last 50 years, GHGs of the sector have double 

and are destined to further increase in the next 20 years. An example of how 

agriculture is directly involved in the process of GHGs can be found in the livestock 

market. Indeed, the livestock systems contribute to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 

directly, mostly through enteric fermentation and manure. The emissions are caused 

by the cattle’s digestion on the one hand, and the feed production on the other hand 

(Expertanswer, 2011). Beef is the commodity with the highest emission intensity, with 

an average of over 300 kg CO2 eq. Per kg of protein produced, but this too varies 

depending on the production system. 

If no actions will be taken, these mentioned threats are going to further deteriorate 

the already existing food scarcity situation. From the World Bank estimations, globally, 700 

million people remain extremely poor, 800 million face chronic hunger, and 2 billion suffer 

micronutrient deficiencies. This situation is worse in certain areas. Indeed, one third of the 

people who face chronic hunger live in developing countries. To face this situation and the 

mentioned unfavorable threats, many options lie open. Certainly, the traditional approaches 

and what has been done until now are not sufficient actions to fight the threats that the 

industry is facing. A business approach as usual will not work, leading to the impossibility to 

catch the forecasted demand increase. A Food and Agriculture Organization report has 

estimated that, globally, additional investments required to end hunger by that year would 

amount to US$265 billion every year (The State of Food Insecurity in the World.” (FAO, IFAD 

and WFP, 2015)). The investments should not be done only by companies and farmers but 

they should involve a more complex network (i.e. governments). All these investments should 

be done mainly in certain fields in order to catch the main drivers that are emerging in the 

agribusiness market (see next paragraph). 

 

1.2.2 Future Drivers of Agribusiness Sector 
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As mentioned in the previous paragraph, farms and agricultural operations will have 

to be run very differently, primarily due to advancements in technology such as sensors, 

devices, machines, and information technology. All these advancements could help the 

agribusiness sector to catch the new demand in the future and to limit a worldwide problem 

such as hunger. The future business model of agriculture companies will have to rely on the 

use of sophisticated technologies (i.e. aerial images) and precision agriculture in order to be 

more environmental friendly, more efficient and more profitable. The first technology 

revolution in agriculture made impressive strides: Between 1961 and 2004, cereal yields in 

East Asia rose by 2.8 percent a year, or over 300 percent over the period, enabled by modern 

farming practices, including irrigation, use of fertilizers and pesticides, and the development 

of new and more productive crop varieties (World Bank, 2005). However, after these 

improvements, in the last fifteen years, efficiency increases have been marginally dropping. 

Indeed, the rate of yield increases has slowed. Trends that need to inverted. 

To stay up-to-date and catch the increasing food demand, in the future, the industry 

will have to catch many different trends and develop accordingly. Agriculture 4.0, which can 

be defined the new phase of the agribusiness industry, must be characterized by greener and 

more sustainable processes with a specific focus on science and technology. Moreover, in this 

new phase, companies operating in this market will have to look at the whole value chain, 

considering both the demand and supply side. Agriculture 4.0 will have to take into account 

threats such as the degradation of land and modify its processes along the whole food value 

chain accordingly. The latter could be partially achieved by reducing dependency on the 

application of pesticides, water and fertilizers. Until sciences will deliver new ideas, farmers 

should try to limit or apply minimum quantities of fertilizers in their processes, thanks to the 

help of new technologies such as sensors and robots. According to Agfunder, Agritech startups 

have registered an increase of 80 p.p. (yoy) since 2012. Entrepreneurs and investors are 

showing interest for the sector and its future development. Notorious business men and 

leaders, as Branson and Bill Gates have invested in the agritech company by buying shares of 

a pioonering cleanmeat company called Memphis Meat. 

The three main trends where advancements in technology are disrupting the agribusiness 

sector are:  
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1. New production methods, thanks to the use new techniques: 

a. Hydroponics: A technique makes plants growing by using mineral nutrient 

solutions in a water solvent (no soil). 

b. Algae feedstock: A possible substitute for feedstock and fishmeal. This newly 

created technique will bring high saving to the overall value chain. Indeed, the 

cost of growing and producing algae is around 60 p.p. more convenient than 

fishmeal. Given the availability of algae, it is a more reliable source of feed for 

animals. Given this constant availability price should also be stable in the 

future. The latter will lead companies to have a greater control over costs and 

financial institutions to better forecast future investment due to more stable 

procurement costs cash outflows. 

c. Desert agriculture and seawater: A big percentage of the planet is covered with 

water and almost 10 p.p. consist of deserts. Many institutions, such as 

universities and research institutions, are trying to develop a new production 

technique in order to grow food under the water and in the desert. In this way, 

the sector could cope with the problem of degraded lands. 

2. Use new technologies to bring food production to consumers, increasing efficiencies 

in the food chain: 

d. Genetic modification and cultured: Breeding techniques have been already 

deployed in the past, bringing benefits to agriculture. Indeed, mainly in 

developing countries, thanks to the development of drought-resistant wheat 

by breeding techniques, agricultural yields registered positive improvements. 

Nowadays, crops are facing different and more complex problems. CRISPR 

(Clustered, regularly interspaced, short palindromic repeat) technology can 

create breeds with improved yields and resistance to adverse conditions and 

can be utilize to propagate crops with essential vitamins, nutrients, and 

minerals. Culturing meat, even if at its early stage of development, is a potential 

technology that could solve many problems inherent to the livestock market. 

Indeed, it could impact elements such as emissions of GHGs (from the livestock 

sector), animal-borne food-related disease, animal treatment and food 

security. 
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e. Applying 3D printing technology to: 3D printing is an already well-known 

technique which has been used successfully in many different industries. The 

process uses many different layers of material to create objects. Experts 

believe printers using hydrocolloids (substances that form gels with water) 

could be used to replace the base ingredients of foods with renewables like 

algae, duckweed, and grass.  

3. Incorporate cross-industry technologies and application 

Digital innovation and utilization of data have been spreading across different 

industries very different between them. According to some estimations developed by G2 

Crowd, by 2020, the agricultural sector will count around 75 million agricultural IoT devices. 

Thanks to them, the overall industry will produce, in 2050, daily, 4.1 million data points. While 

this future prospect could bring a lot of benefits, at the same time it brings complexities of 

different nature.   

Indeed, unlike other industries, the way the agriculture sector is conducted and will develop 

has important impacts on sensible aspects such as the way the environment is treated, the 

way the population is sustained and the way food is produced. All these aspects were also 

present in the successful digital transition of another industry: the health care industry. 

Indeed, the latter, has long been stereotyped as difficult to change because it has people as 

major counterpart and it is at the heart of national policies. However, mainly through the 

active participation of governments and national institutions, significant regulations and 

legislation have led to a quick and rapid change. Now, the industry is mainly characterized by 

cloud-based and easy-to-use solutions that collect data and optimized medical practices 

accordingly. The digital transition that has occurred in the healthcare sector should be used 

as an example for the transformation of the agribusiness sector.  It is now time for one of the 

oldest industries in the world to be up-to-date and leverage on cutting-edge technologies. 

Innovative technologies could be imported from other industries. An example could be the 

application of biotechnologies. Indeed, already use in the healthcare sector to edit DNA to 

defeat diseases, then a similar technology could be used in the agriculture industry to improve 

crop yields or to develop crops that are immune to diseases. The use of bio-production on 

agribusiness could bring important benefits to agribusiness: producing food at lower costs. 

According to Statista, by 2020, the bio-production industry is expected to reach USD 100 
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billion. However, a change in the regulation is expected in order to monitor the development 

of OGM. 

Bio-production is not the only cutting-edge technology that agribusiness needs to 

consider. Indeed, according to the report “Five ways agriculture can benefit from Artificial 

Intelligence” developed by IBM, the main future key changers of the analyzed industry can be: 

▪ Internet of Things (IoT): IoT technologies allow correlations of structured and 

unstructured data to provide insights into food production. IoT platforms such as 

IBM’s Watson are applying machine learning to sensor or drone data, transforming 

management systems into real AI systems. 

▪ Automation of skills and workforce: By the 2050, according to the UN, more than 

60 p.p. of the global population will live in urban areas, reducing the rural 

workforce. Workload on remaining farmers need to be ease. New technologies 

must allow processes to be automated and operations to be done remotely. The 

future skills of farmers will not be anymore only agricultural, but will include a mix 

of technology and biology skills. 

▪ Data-driven farming: Farmers will make decisions based upon collected data. 

Information about the soil, the probability of diseases, trend-prices and weather 

from many different sources will lead companies and farmers to reach more 

accurate decisions about operations. 

▪ Chatbots: Farmers, to reach more accurate decisions and recommendations about 

specific problems, could use AI-powered chatbots, which can be considered as 

virtual assistants. 

▪ Drone Technology. Drones technologies have been present on the market for many 

years. Nowadays, thanks to a more relaxed regulation, drones could be used in 

many different industries (i.e. agriculture, inspections, logistics) and the value of 

drone-powered solutions in all applicable industries could be more than $127 

billion, according to Business Insider. Drone solutions can revolutionize the 

agriculture sector in six main ways throughout the crop cycle: 

o Soil and field analysis: Drones can produce 3D-maps that could help gather 

useful data for managing irrigation and use of fertilizers. Indeed, this 

technology could reveal which crop area are in need of ingredients and 
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which not, leading to a more responsible and sustainable use of water and 

fertilizers (crop irrigation and crop spraying). 

o Planting: Drone-planting systems shoot pods with seeds and nutrients into 

the soil, providing all the nutrients necessary for growing crops. The latter 

will reduce the planting costs by 85 p.p. 

o Crop monitoring: This cutting-edge technology, through the use of drones, 

can forecast and visually simulate how the crop will develop during time. In 

this ways inefficiencies will be identified and ad-hoc management could be 

developed. 

o Health assessment: Drones can scan a crop thanks to the use of infrared 

light and indicate the health of plants by tracking changes. Once the disease 

is identified, an alert will be send to the farmers.  

▪ Blockchain and securing the agriculture value: Blockchain is a technology that help 

guaranteeing the security of digital transactions and keeping their records. The use 

of blockchain could be applied to the agribusiness sector, leading to a reduction of 

fraud and inefficiencies in transaction time and food security. Indeed, by securing 

the traceability along the value chain, it will be easier to identify in which part of 

the value chain the product was contaminated and identify the company 

responsible for it. Moreover, blockchain’s transparency could limit food fraud. 

Since consumers are demanding for organic products, lately many companies have 

labeled their products as organic even if they do not have the required 

characteristics. The latter phenomenon as be named fraudulent labelling. By 

monitoring all the transactions along the food value chain, even the smallest ones, 

it will be possible to trace all the phases of the development of the product and so 

understanding wether it is a real organic product or not.  

• Nanotechnology and Precision Agricolture: While in the 20th century the enablers 

of the improvements in the agriculture sector were pesticides and chemical 

fertilizers, the new revolution is mainly base the use of nanotechnology and 

precision agriculture. Nanoencapsulated conventional fertilizers, pesticides, and 

herbicides will release of nutrients and agrochemicals in a slow and sustained 

manner, resulting in precise dosage to the plants (Oliver Wyman, 2018). The 

biggest benefits of nanotechnology precision farming are: 
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o Precise dosages of fertilizers, limiting the percentage of them dispersed in 

the environment. 

o Better treatment of the plants 

o Detection of pesticides in crops thank to biosensors which will allow more-

informed decisions 

According to Oliver Wyman, small farms, will benefit more from precision 

agriculture than large enterprises farms. The latter is linked to the fact that due to 

smaller dimensions they can evolve quickly and do not have the constraint of strict 

oversight and bureaucratic internal processes. Statista has reported that: “In the 

USA, the total number of farms dropped from 2.16 million in 2000 to just over 2.06 

million in 2016. And it’s not just the number of farms that disappeared, it’s acreage; 

in 2000, the average farm in the United States occupied an area of 444 acres [but] 

in 2007...the average area was 418 acres per farm”. The biggest challenge of the 

future for precision agriculture will be to make all the equipment more affordable 

in order to increase the volume of software, hardware, sensors and drones sold. 

According to Hexa Reports, precision agriculture, by 2024, will reach the value of 

USD 43.4 billion.  

 

Certainly, one enabler of the digital transformation of the agribusiness industry and 

the application of new technologies, is the entry of millennials in the agribusiness industry. 

According to G2 Crowd, millennials will drive 75% of the technological change in the farming 

industry. Indeed, millennials have a higher propensity toward the use data and new 

technologies. They use every day digital devices, they often aggregated data to get useful 

insights and they are used to come up with innovative shortcuts to increase efficiency. 

According to Ag American Landing, in the report “2017 – Fast facts about Agricolture”: 

“millenials in 2017 were the 8% of US farmers, and will reach the 10% by 2020. Moreover, 

many of the new millennials will enter the industry by having completed a degree in 

agriculture or data analysis. The latter will result from a higher preparation level of the 

previous generations. 
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Picture 3: The new techniques of Agriculture 4.0 

 

1.2.3 From Agricultural Value Chain to Agricultural Value Network 
 

As described in the paragraph above, many drivers will disrupt the agribusiness 

industry, leading it toward a new digital era. Indeed, these technologies, sometimes also 

imported from other industries, will disrupt the traditional way of doing business and enlarge 

the overall value of the industry. Moreover, these changes might bring a shift on how the 

industry is conceived strategy-wise. Indeed, the agriculture industry has always best represent 

the concept of value chain. Indeed, all the phases of the chain were distinct and well known. 

The latter is also true for all the actors that were playing a role in the overall value chain.  

Nowadays, thanks to the big disruptions, new actors are starting to be more relevant 

in the industry, such as bio-technology producers and sensor-developers, and according to 

what described above will play a fundamental role in the future. According to M. Ryall, in the 

paper “the New Dynamics of Competitions”, there will be a shift from the value chain model 

to the value network model. “The value chain is substituted by a productive social network 

with linkages defined by actual and potential transactions. The map has two major 

components, as shown in the picture below. The first is the firm's value network, which 
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comprises the agents (typically, suppliers and customers) who conduct actual, value-creating 

transactions with the firm. The second component of the value network map are agents 

outside the network that wish to transact with agents inside the network but that, for some 

reason, are not currently allowed to engage in such activity. From the latter competition arise.” 

(Ryall, 2013).  

 

 

Picture 4: The agricultural value network  

 

The normal concept of suppliers might complete change in the upcoming years. 

Indeed, by considering the livestock industry, it is possible to notice how “normal” suppliers 

of animal feed will be threatened by the producer of algae feedstock. Considering the wheat 

industry, the suppliers of machineries and equipment will have to compete robot-developer’s 

companies. These and many other examples show that, in the future, the agriculture value 

chain will not be composed by linear phases and that the actual main actors will soon receive 

competition by non-traditional actors from other industries. In this way, the agricultural value 
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will switch from the value chain to a value network with new players and an increased 

competition. In this way the periphery of the network will get larger and expand the overall 

agribusiness industry value. Moreover, cooperation between actors is supposed to increase in 

order to deliver the best solutions as possible in order to catch the increase in food demand, 

defeat hunger, develop more sustainable process and minimize the consequences of the 

threats mentioned in the paragraph above. 

Moving from a value chain model to a value network might make sense for different 

reasons. Indeed, it fits with the increase of innovative players that are trying to enter the 

industry. The latter is especially true if we consider the amount of the investments received 

by Agritech companies. Especially by considering a cooperative network, applying this concept 

might help small farmers to get the overall picture of the industry. Indeed, due to the fact that 

more and more data will be available to be shared, the value network concept could bring 

helpful insights and benefits to small farmers. All this will help the overall industry to reach its 

main future goals. However, the network concept might clash in some rural areas where 

innovations are difficult to bring and we have a limited number of available suppliers. 

The value network concept will assume more relevancy in the future because the 

main actors will not only be suppliers, companies and customers but also institutions such as 

governments and banks. Indeed, since the industry is forecasted to invest more than USD 200 

billion, banks as credit institutions will have a fundamental role in providing money, while 

governments will have important task in deliver proper regulations. 

Due to importance and nature of the goals of the so called phase “Agriculture 4.0”, 

such as ensuring food security, limiting the impact of climate change and defeat food hunger, 

governments will have to play an important role in the up-coming future. Governments can 

play two different roles: the facilitator-role or targeted-oriented goal-effort. The first 

approach, the so-called facilitator approach, government acts as an enabler of an ecosystem 

with targeted initiatives, creating a positive environment for players to participate in (Oliver 

Wyman, 2018). In this scenario, government will provide infrastructure, financial incentives 

and give regulatory flexibility. On the other hand, according to the targeted goal-oriented role 

scenario, governments should play active role by foster an ecosystem of agri-tech companies, 

research centers, universities in order to collaborate together and find a way to address the 
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food scarcity problem. Increasing the collaboration among all these players is fundamental to 

achieve high-standards goals. The two roles are not exclusive, also because the targeted goal-

oriented role is more for the long-run. What is sure is that governments will have to play an 

active role in the transformation and future development of agriculture. 

 

 

Picture 4: World hunger situation expected future development 

 

1.3. Future Development and threats of Brazilian agriculture 

As mentioned in the chapter, food demand is expected to grow by 2050 by 70% and 

Brazil is expected to take account for a big piece of the pie. The latter constitutes a great 

opportunity for Brazil and its economy. However, to fully exploit this opportunity, Brazil will 

have to cope with some threats and overcome different challenges. 

On one hand, Brazil could possibly take responsibility of a high percentage of the food 

demand increase thanks to its still unexpressed potential. Indeed, many researchers already 

in the past have shown the great potential of Brazilian agriculture. In 2010, Tollefson already 

stated that Brazil is capable of taking responsibility for the expected increase in food demand 

worldwide thanks to its plentiful land, water resources and sun. Indeed, by analyzing data 

from 2016, it is possible to notice that Brazil, in addition to the cultivated 58 million acres 

(www.ibge.gov.br) , still had a natural reserve of 103 million acres and 70 million acres that can 

http://www.ibge.gov.br)/
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be made available by the intensification of animal husbandry (Sparovek et al., 2011). The 

undesirable environmental impacts linked with the utilization of these protected areas could 

be avoid by adopting better soil management techniques (i.e. no-tillage systems). Indeed, by 

using the newest techniques associated with higher-yielding varieties, the maintenance of the 

exploited territories as conservation areas could be achieved. In 2016, almost 70% of the 

original vegetation cover of Brazil (517 million ha in 2012) is preserved, compared to an 

equivalent figure of only 0.3% in Europe (Camargo et al., 2016). To the unexploited lands, it 

must be added that Brazil is still relying on an inefficient logistic system which act as a 

constraint for the development of the overall economy. The efficient use of energy in the 

Brazilian agriculture is another positive aspect that makes this sector sustainable in the future 

and candidate Brazil to be one of the top player in the future development of the industry. 

Indeed, only the 37 p.p. of the national agricultural output still relies on the use of fossil fuel. 

Moreover, the energy matrix is one of the best in the world (BRASIL/EPE, 2018). The latter 

results have been reached partly thanks to the mentioned no-tillage systems. With this 

system, not only is energy consumption significantly reduced, but, above all, erosion has 

dropped from 6 to less than 1 ton ha-1 year-1 (Bollinger et al., 2006; Merten and Minella, 2013). 

Finally, Brazil is investing constantly in Agriculture and R&D linked with it, both at state level 

(OEPAS) and federal level (Embrapa). According to the World Bank, Brazilian investments on 

Agriculture are stable and correspond to 1,5% of the GNP. 

On the other hand, many challenges arise and are threating the current and future 

development of the Brazilian Agribusiness industry. The main challenges threatening the 

current (and future) development of Brazilian agribusiness are: (i) deforestation (Amazon), (ii) 

food security and its regulation, (iii) environmental issues (i.e. GHG) and (iv) economic aspects.  

i. Deforestation has old-roots in the history and is not a new phenomenon linked 

just with Brazil and Amazon. Indeed, Henry the VIII destroyed the Forest of 

Sussex to build ships for the British Military. The recent deforestation affecting 

Brazil nowadays is linked with colonization of the Amazonas and the 

exploitation of its natural resources for economic interests. However, Brazil is 

still the Country with the higher percentage of protected forest in the world. 

According to many journalists, the Amazon issue is not just a matter of planet 

sustainability but also a lobby to restrict the power of Brazil on the commodity 
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market (Camargo et al, 2016). Indeed, if Brazil would also start to exploit 

natural resources from the Amazonas commodity-output will register an 

increase, driving up competition and prices down. However, the latest events 

go against what Camargo stated. Only in 2019, Amazon has experienced more 

than 80000 fires, registering an increase of 80 p.p. compared to previous year. 

The fires have been linked to willingness of entrepreneurs to make the land 

available for production and business purposes, especially for the livestock 

industry. Exponents and representatives from many Countries have gathered 

in order to discuss and protect the world-lung, as defined by President E. 

Macron in Biarritz during the G7. Moreover, seven countries of South America 

(Brazil, Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana, Perú and Surinam) have signed an 

agreement called Leticia Pact, which has the goal to protect Amazon, to start 

with reforestation and also to increase the role that indigenous populations 

have in protecting this area. It is very important to state that business purposes 

do not have to overcome social and environmental ones. Brazil must protect 

Amazon and its biodiversity. 

ii. Food Regulation will play an even bigger role in the future due to the expansion 

in the demand. Food security is one of the most debated topic nowadays. Brazil 

has been involved in few recent scandals in the last years. Brazil has been 

banned from exporting meat (i.e. beef, chicken) towards many countries due 

to many scandals and lack of controls. The biggest scandal in the meat industry 

in Brazil, entitled “Weak Flesh” – which investigates laboratory frauds at the 

Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Food Supply and irregularities committed 

by large companies' slaughterhouses – started in March of 2017. The operation 

investigated companies and sanitary inspectors who conspired to sell non-

standard products, falsify export documents, or fail to inspect processing units. 

JBS, owner of Friboi and Seara, and BRF, owner of Sadia and Perdigão – the 

biggest meat producers in Brazil – were among the companies involved in the 

operation. The European Union veto on Brazilian chicken imports generated a 

loss of around 30% of the total poultry exports by Brazil in 2018 – an enormous 

amount considering that Brazil is the biggest poultry producer in the world. 

Besides that, the operations disturbed the meat exporting industry, which led 
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to the excess supply of chicken in Brazil and lack of the product in Europe, the 

decrease in the price of chicken in Brazil and increase in the price in Europe, 

drop in the overall meat production and dismissal of employees, hence 

generating unemployment.  

iii. Environmental issues regard GHG emissions, the usage of water and energy. As 

already mentioned in the previous chapter, Agriculture is held responsible due 

to the utilization of water, fertilizers, pesticides and CO2 emissions (i.e. 

livestock). New techniques and technologies could pose a limit to this issue if 

correctly implemented. 

iv. Economic aspects regard trade barriers, infrastructure and financing system. 

The financing system will be discussed in the next chapter. Trade barriers pose 

a limit to the expansion and success of the Brazilian agriculture system. Indeed, 

protectionist measures such as CAP (EU) and Farm Bill (USA) have limited the 

export outputs of Brazil. The CAP was created as a system of agricultural 

subsidies to ensure better investment conditions to EU farmers in order to 

ensure an artificial competitiveness. On these external policies, Brazil cannot 

do anything and pose a limit. Brazil should work to decrease the so-called 

Brazilian costs. The latter are associated with the many inefficiencies of 

producing in Brazil. For example, in 2010, it was estimated that the price of 

agricultural Brazilian products was 36 p.p. higher than the same product 

produced in the United States. Logistic is one of the main causes. The latter 

poses a serious limit to the expansion of the economy of the country. The main 

problems regard the flow of agricultural goods: transport, port services and 

storage. The flow from the Cerrado or from more distant places has the most 

expensive logistics on the planet and depends on road transport and highways 

in disrepair (F.A.O. Camargo et al, 2016). In the last decades, Brazilian 

governments have tried to invest to improve the infrastructure system but the 

many attempts were always characterized by corruption-scandals which 

blocked the evolution of the system.  
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2.Investing in Agribusiness 
 

The first chapter of this paper has shown the need of Agribusiness to change its daily 

operations by adopting new production techniques and using new technologies (i.e. drones). 

Moreover, in chapter one (1.2.3), it was pointed out how agriculture is moving from a value-

chain model towards a value network, in which many players will assume more relevance 

compared to the one they have today.  

One of these players are going to be banks and financial institutions. Indeed, due to 

the high expected turnover in machineries and equipment, financial institutions are expected 

to contribute to the expansion and modernization process of Agribusiness in the world and so 

in Brazil. Agribusiness companies, in the need of adapting to new technologies, will ask for 

loan and capital participations to financial institutions in order to be competitive on the 

market. The latter is especially true if we consider that these equipment and machineries will 

be requested by SMEs which cannot disburse (una tantum) the capital required due to their 

economic availabilities, their turnover and the inner-cyclicality of agriculture businesses. 

Financial institutions will find themselves to compete to offer the best loan conditions to 

companies. However, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, in Brazil the financing system 

has been considered as weak and not optimal.  

In this chapter an explanation of which are the main risks in investing in agribusiness 

by banks will be provided. The main risks were inquired through interviews developed with 

managers and representatives of banks (KFW), development banks (KFW-DEG) and other 

investment institutions. More in details, the people interviewed in March 2019 were: Philipp 

Heinz (Director South America, KFW-DEG), André Aguillar (Investment Manager, KFW-DEG, 

Koln office), Luiz Maximo (Investment Manager, KFW-DEG, Sao Paulo office), Marcelo Nelsow 

(Investment Manager, Quinto Andar), Alex Schober (Director, KFW-IPEX, Koln office), Oliver 

Prokein (Director South America, KFW-IPEX). From the interviews, it emerged that the main 

risk that Brazilian Agribusiness SMEs face is the Commodity Price risk. The latter will be 

analyzed in depth in the next chapter. 
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2.1 The main risk in investing in Agribusiness 

Banks and financial institutions receive requests for loans and capital participations 

through equity every day. In the future, they might receive even more requests due to the 

huge turnaround of equipment and machineries of companies operating in the agribusiness 

sector. The new technological advances are very costly and they might lead SMEs to ask for 

the co-participation of financial institutions to finance their purchases and innovate their 

operations. Investment-requests can come directly from companies or through a third-party 

(i.e. consulting companies) that act as an intermediary. 

In order to evaluate which are the main challenges for future investments in the 

Brazilian agribusiness according to the practioners, financial managers were interviewed in 

order to understand how they evaluate a possible future investment in agribusiness. As it is 

possible to read below, financial managers analyze quantitative and qualitative figures of the 

enterprise to be funded. While quantitative figures are common to all the industries, 

qualitative figures are characteristic of the agribusiness industry. The latter can be considered 

the main risks evaluated for a possible investment in agribusiness. 

Quantitative figures have the goal to picture the current financial situation of the 

applicant and its ability to repay the possible future loan. Commonly, thee financial situation 

is assessed by analyzing three different categories of ratio: liquidity, solvency and profitability. 

Based upon the different type of investment, loan or equity, the most important category of 

ratio will vary. On one hand, considering a loan investment, the bank will focus more on 

solvency and liquidity ratio which show the ability of a company to repay debt. On the other 

hand, an equity investment will drive more its attention on profitability ratios, which will show 

the ability of the company to generate return for its shareholders. There are many ratios that 

exist and could be used. Some ratios among most common are: 

▪ Liquidity Ratios 

o Current Ratio:  
𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠

𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐿𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠
 ; 

o Acid Test:  
𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠−𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 

𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐿𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠
 

▪ Solvency Ratios 

o Equity Ratio: 
𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠
 ; 
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o DSCR:  
𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑜𝑓 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑡

𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑦 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑡
; 

o IBD to EBITDA:  
𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑡

𝐸𝐵𝐼𝑇𝐷𝐴
 

▪ Profitability Ratios 

o ROE: 
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦
 

o ROI: 
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡

𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
; 

o EBITDA Margin: 
𝐸𝐵𝐼𝑇𝐷𝐴

𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠
; 

o Net Profit Margin: 
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡

𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠
 . 

Qualitative figures focus more on the environment in which the company operates in. 

The qualitative analysis has the goal to understand which are the main risks that are faced by 

the company currently and in the future. To understand them a deep understanding of the 

industry must be developed by the analysts. The main qualitative figures analyzed can be 

divided in four main categories, such as demand potential, competitive position, market risks, 

external risks.  

▪ Demand Potential: Assess if the demand in the considered industry will grow 

and at which pace. Demand potential is influenced by different drivers which 

are industry-specific. Considering the Agribusiness industry, the main drivers to 

be analyzed are: population growth, GDP growth and specific trends in the 

industry. For example, analyzing an investment in the sugar industry, it must be 

kept in mind the sustainable goal of governments and companies to reduce 

obesity. A good indicator of demand potential is the CAGR. 

▪ Competitive Position: Assessment of the actual competitive position of the 

company by analyzing the characteristics of the industry (monopoly, oligopoly) 

and the market share of the company. It is important to analyze how the 

possible future investment will impact the competitive arena and which are 

going to be the future strategies of the rivals. 

▪ Market Risks: It has the goal to assess risks faced by the company by operating 

in that specific market and industry. 

o Commodity Price Risk: It is the most common risk faced by companies 

operating in the agribusiness industry. Indeed, prices of agricultural 
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goods are decided not by company but at an international level based 

upon the demand-supply rule. 

o Supply Risk: The risk of not receiving inputs to proceed with the 

production process. For example, a wood-panels producer has the 

supply risk of not receiving woods from its suppliers. If a company is too 

dependent on a supplier the risk is very high.  

o FX Risk: Risk that derives from the variation of the value of the national 

and international currencies which can led a product to be more or less 

convenient. 

▪ External Risks:  

o Political Risk: Risk of government crises and debates between the 

national and international government. The latter could led to trade 

barriers, like in the case USA-China. A change in trade agreements can 

affect positively or negatively the trade of goods. For example, after the 

scandal “Weak Flesh” that blocked meat export from Brazil toward 

Europe, Brazil did not export around 1.1 mln tons of beef, equivalent to 

USD 4.5 bln, compared to 2017, according to the data provided by ABIEC 

(Associação Brasileira das Indústrias Exportadoras de Carnes). However, 

changing in trade agreements can also favor trade. Indeed, the EU-

MercoSur agreement that was signed on the 1st of July 2019, could 

positively impact businesses and bring benefits to EU and MercoSur 

countries. The agreement will consolidate the economic and political 

relationship between European and MercoSur countries and has the 

clear goal to favor international trade while respecting high standards 

in terms of consumer protection and food safety. Indeed, the vast 

majority of EU export will be abolished, leading to an overall saving of 

EUR 4 billion a year for European companies. Analyzing the impacts that 

the agreement has on agribusiness, the sector will enjoy a reduction of 

duties on many products, such as wine (- 27 p.p.), spirits (- 20 to 35 p.p.), 

chocolate (- 20 p.p.). Moreover, MercoSur countries will establish legal 

guarantees to protect products with geographical indications (GIs) from 

imitations, like Prosciutto di Parma. Phil Hogan, the EU representative 
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for Agriculture and Rural Development, commented the agreement 

with these words: “The EU-Mercosur agreement is a fair and balanced 

solution that offers opportunities and benefits to both parties, including 

European farmers. Typical and high-quality food products of the EU will 

now get the necessary protection in the Mercosur countries, which will 

support our market positioning and increase our export opportunities. 

Today's agreement also presents some challenges for European 

farmers, and the European Commission will be available to help them 

address them. Indeed, to make this agreement beneficial to both 

parties, we will open up to agricultural products from Mercosur with 

careful management of quotas, so as to prevent products from flooding 

the EU market and end up threatening the livelihood of European 

farmers”. Thanks to this agreement and to a better relationship 

management, also the flow of goods from Brazil to EU, will have some 

additional benefits and might register a positive increase in the overall 

agricultural goods volume exported. According to BBC Brazil, Brazilian 

export to EU will increase by BRL 384 billion by 2035. Brazilian products 

such as orange juice, fruits and soluble coffee could be traded without 

the presence of any quotas, while other products will experience only a 

reduction of the established quotas (sugar, ethanol and meat). Finally, 

the agreement includes conditions on climate change and the 

protection of the environment. 

o Environmental Risk: Risk that the production process impact negatively 

the environment.  

o Climate Risk: Risk that the weather could impact the production process 

and so its yields. The latter will be reflected in the overall volume 

produced. Commodity Pricing risk is strictly connected with this risk, 

due to the fact that is regulated by the demand-supply rule. 

o Regulation risk: Risk of changing regulations which can outlaw the way 

of production of the company.  
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2.2 The main risks for banks in investing in Agribusiness  

After having described how usually banks approach the investments and which are the 

main risk categories analyzed to judge and price a possible investment, it is important to 

understand which are the risks that might have a greater impact on the future development 

of Agribusiness investments. To do this a series of interviews was conducted with managers 

from different financial institutions (see above). From this results it emerged that the main 

risk that agribusiness companies face and will face in the volatility of commodity prices. The 

latter is in turn influenced by other risks: such as climate risk. The result of these risks is the 

volatility of the price of the specific commodity. The latter is seen as big risk for financial 

institutions which cannot easily forecast future financial results and the project-NPV. 

In the interviews the interviewers were asked to state according to them which is/are 

the main risk(s), within the categories expressed in the previous paragraph, that influence an 

investment project. From the six managers interviewed, 4 people (66 p.p.) have stated that 

the main risk in investing in agricultural projects is the volatility of commodity prices 

(commodity price risk). One person (13 p.p.) affirmed that the main risk underlying agricultural 

investments is FX risk (foreign exchange risk) and the last manager believed that the main risk 

is climate risk, which, as seen above, lead to the volatility of commodity price. Subsequently, 

managers were asked to justify and give examples of why they believe it was the major risk of 

agribusiness investment projects. Short extracts of the interviews are reported below to 

better understand why the vast majority of the managers believe that the most dangerous 

threats of agribusiness investments are Commodity Price risk.  

“Investing in Agribusiness is more complicated that investing in other industries”, 

commented Philipp Hein, South America director of KFW-DEG.  Indeed, every investment 

involves a certain degree of risk and uncertainty but agriculture includes also another risk 

which is not under the control of human beings: climate risk. Like in every business, the 

business model of an agribusiness company is threatened by competition, obsolescence, 

regulation. In addition to them, a high degree of uncertainty comes from the weather. Indeed, 

agricultural outputs require certain climate condition to obtain optimal output yields. The 

latter vary according to the type of agricultural commodities considered. Food varieties 

required specific condition of weather to grow at their best: while rice grow better in areas 

with certain degree of humidity, corn and wheat requires a dry environment, while coffee 
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better grow in areas where there is a certain alternation between sun and rain. For each plant 

variety, there is an optimal temperature for vegetative growth, with growth dropping off as 

temperatures increase or decrease. Similarly, there is a range of temperatures at which a plant 

will produce seed. Outside of this range, the plant will not reproduce. “Even if important 

developments have been made in plant-breeding and irrigation systems, in the last years, 

companies’ volume-outputs have been still highly influenced by not-optimal weather 

conditions. Indeed, even large and successful companies with a great management have 

registered net losses if in the specific year a drought/flood was experienced”, commented Luiz 

Maximo, referring to the flooding period which affected crops in Argentina in 2016. Other 

interviewed managers, also pointed out that agricultural commodities are threatened by 

illnesses and bacteria which can affect the overall output produced. Indeed, considering and 

analyzing the livestock market, “there are numerous example of diseases which have infected 

animals and put at risk the repayment of loan-installments by companies towards banks”, said 

Alex Schober. Indeed, when a disease is found the commerce of meat from the specific animal 

can be blocked by national and international authorities. The most recent case has been 

registered in June 2019 when China has blocked importing beef from Brazil, due to the Bovine 

Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE) found in Mato Grosso. According to all of the interviewers, 

all these inner-problems are destined to become even bigger in the future due to the 

worldwide phenomenon of global warming. Indeed, as noticed by all the managers, global 

warming is expected to alter the actual weather conditions (i.e. higher temperatures). The 

latter could decrease the output-yields of many cultures, like crops. Increasing temperatures 

can lead to unfavorable conditions for agricultural goods which require mild temperatures (i.e. 

coffee) and in extreme cases to droughts which will have devastating effects for all the 

cultures. From 1880, the average temperature has increased by 0.83 °C. However, the effect 

of climate change on agriculture is related to variabilities in local climates rather than in global 

climate patterns so, its effect should be analyzed area by area.  

As mentioned above, climate risk is strictly linked with the so-called Commodity Price 

risk. Indeed, the price of a commodity is influenced by the availability of it. Commodity prices 

are regulated by the demand-supply rule: if demand exceeds supply of an agricultural good its 

price will raise, and vice versa. The overall supply quantity also includes the reserves of the 

agricultural good which could have been storage from previous year. Since weather influences 
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the overall volume produced, affecting the agricultural yields, it is possible to state that 

climate risk is strictly correlated with commodity price risk.  

An analysis of the literature on risk and risk management will be provided in the next 

chapter. 
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3.Literature Review on Agribusiness Risk and Risk Management 

 

This chapter has the goal to analyze and study commodity-price risk, which has been 

asserted from the practicioners as the highest-profile risk of the agribusiness industry. Indeed, 

since it is one of the main reason that can lead financial institutions to not invest in the 

company, it is important for the reader to understand why so. After having introduce the 

concept of risk in finance, the link between financial and commodity price risk will be 

explained by using both an analysis of the literature and personal experience. After having 

read this chapter, the reader should be able to understand the critical implications that a 

variation of commodity prices can have on the financial result of the company and so on the 

investment. 

3.1 Financial Risk 

Risk can be defined as a potential loss of money. Since the subject are companies, the 

potential loss of money coincides with the loss in equity capital. Risk is composed by two main 

factor: exposure and uncertainty, and it exists only when both of them are present at the same 

time. While uncertainty cannot be eliminated in business, risk can be limited by decreasing 

the exposure to the uncertain factor.  

Financial risk can be defined as an uncertain degree of earnings or losses. The latter is 

also known as speculative risk which can be opposed to the concept of pure risk where a loss 

of economic value is the only result expected. An example of pure risk can be found in the 

possibility of default, where there are no possible positive gains if the event happens. On the 

other hand, any investment for a company can represent a financial risk. Indeed, if a company 

operating in the agribusiness invest in enlarging crops it can achieve two possible but opposite 

results: an increase in the economic value (positive crop yield) or a reduction of the company 

economic value (unfavorable yield). Moreover, financial risk is a parameter which express the 

remuneration required by the market to hold assets which are characterized by a specific 

variation of returns. This concept can be applied to any class of assets. 

In the financial literature, mainly thanks to the large contribution of Modigliani and 

Miller, the Enterprise Value (EV) has been defined as the sum of its expected cash flows 
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(FCFOn) divided by its cost of capital (K0). Indeed, due to the fact that the cash flows are future 

and uncertain, they must be divided by the cost of capital to calculate the EV of a company. 

The enterprise value is calculated as shown in the formula below. 

 

 

Picture 9: Enterprise values distribution 

 

 

 

The cost of capital, K0, is a measure of the asset risk and is conceived as free risk interest 

rate, to which a risk premium is added. K0 is a fundamental parameter in finance because it 

makes possible to determine the EV of a company by linking the cash flows to the discounting 

parameters, which are obtained from the market, depending on their quality (i.e. risk).  In their 

studies, Modigliani and Miller demonstrated that it is independent from the financial structure 

of the company (i.e. Debt to Equity Ratio) and can be calculated ex-post as weighted average 

of the cost of equity (Ke) and debt (Kd).  

As mentioned above, the use of K0 is necessary due to the uncertain and future nature 

of cash flows. From the multiple researches and studies developed by Modigliani and Miller it 

is impossible to learn that: 
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▪ The operating risk experienced by a company, from every business industry, is 

represented by the variance of its annual Free Cash Flows from Operations;  

▪ FCFOs represent the returns generated by the management and the dispersion 

of those determine the risk experienced by the company. It is indeed a mistake 

to consider that is the dispersions of possible enterprise values, which create 

risk; 

▪ The magnitude of the variance of possible company free cash flow can be 

considered as the key variable to determine risk premium (i.e. component of 

the cost of capital); 

▪ Risk (i.e. dispersion of FCFOs) is reflected to the dispersion of the possible 

enterprise values. The possible EVs determine the payoff to both debtholders 

and shareholders.  

As assessed in the last bullet point, the determination of the EV is fundamental to 

understand the payoffs for both debtholders and shareholders of the company. When a 

company is unlevered (i.e. no debt), there is no risk of default and the overall enterprise value 

belongs to shareholders. Indeed, even if a company loses the whole capital, this does not 

cause any violation of contractual obligations, differently from the missed payment of a debt 

versus third parties. The risk of default starts to exist when debt is taken in consideration. 

Default can be defined as the situation in which a company cannot meet its obligations with 

its debtholders and/or bondholders. Indeed, loans are bindings agreements in which the 

company obliged itself to repay the capital (and interests) in installments, to the bank at fixed 

dates. When a company experiences a situation in which 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 < 𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑡 +

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦, then it is in a default situation, as it is shown in the picture below (red area).  
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Picture 10: Enterprise value and default probability  

 

 

Picture 11: Default risk in enterprises 

 

In the case of default, also known as bankruptcy situation, the payoff to debtholders 

will correspond to the EVt of the company, leading to a net loss for the financial institutions 

equal to the difference between the Nominal value of Debt and the Enterprise value at time 

t. For shareholders in a default situation the payoff will be equal to zero. 

 

 

Picture 12: Payoffs to debtholders and shareholders 

3.2 Commodity Price Risk 

Operating in the business of soft commodities create many risks and uncertainties for 

companies.  It is important to give a definition of them and understanding the difference 

between risk and uncertainty.  
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For companies operating in agribusiness the main risk is the value of exchange of 

commodities (Parihar, 2002). The latter quote is also supported by the interviews conducted 

in Brazil (chapter 3). According to the researcher Jagdish Parihar, in the book “Agribusiness 

and Commodity Risk”, commodity price risk is affected by two determinants of different 

nature: fundamental and technical. Fundamental reasons are linked to agriculture and its 

characteristics, while technical reasons are more linked to factor external to the industry. 

Fundamental reasons are: agronomic practices, supply trends, presence of buffer stocks, 

climate and crops inputs. Technical reasons are: speculative attack on the financial market, 

market squeezes and support by the government on price level. 

In the previous paragraph, many characteristics of soft commodities have been 

analyzed. As commented above, those characteristics influence the crops yield which affect 

the overall volume produced and so their prices. However, there are also external factors to 

agriculture which can influence the prices of commodities and so the financial results of 

companies. Financial variables can affect commodities price risk. Indeed, currency values can 

impact the convenience of commodities markets, influencing comparative advantages 

between Countries. Since commodities are commonly traded in USD, the fluctuation of FX can 

make the commodity market less or more attractive, changing the overall output traded. 

Political decisions and policies can also highly influence the exchange value of commodities. 

Indeed, if governments decide to pose an “export cap” (i.e. limit to export), there will be less 

volume tradable. If demand will be stable, price will raise due to an inferior supply. Indeed, it 

is possible to state that food demand is inelastic.  

All the mentioned factors result in volatility. The latter is a statistical measure that 

indicates the dispersion of returns for a security or the dispersion of prices for a given good 

over a certain period of time. Prices of commodities are regulated by comparing how much 

supply will be available, considering also buffer stocks, with the request of the specific 

agricultural good.  In agriculture, while food demand follows predictable and constant trends, 

the production cycle does not. Indeed, it is impossible to predict the yield and production of 

crops accurately enough to stabilize the markets (Dickie, 2002). In the long term, the world is 

destined to consume what it produces. However, considering them in shorter period such as 

yearly, monthly or daily, a mismatch between production and consumption could exist and 

lead to price fluctuation. Consumption can be considered as a function of food demand, food 
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trends and population growth. Production, according to the future development of the 

consumption function, try to respond by increasing planted areas. However, the final 

production output is influenced by many other factors which can led to have fewer volume 

than expected and requested, creating a mismatch between supply and demand. The most 

important source of volatility is for sure the weather followed by technological innovations 

which can help to stabilize crops yields. Weather has different effects on crops yield based 

upon the geographical location. According to Dickie, in Australia weather can create potential 

yield-swings up to 50 p.p., while in other part of the world, such as Western Europe, the 

variation is on average maximum less than 10 p.p. (Dickie, 2002). Crop estimations play a big 

role in the formation of prices. Indeed, in the day of the announcement of the estimates and 

forecasts of crops, commodity prices could experience positive or negative fluctuations. For 

example, if estimations for next year will forecast a decline in the crops yield, prices will 

experience a sharp increase. Moreover, it must be mentioned that for processed commodities 

(i.e. sun oil and soya bean), the price can also suffer from the joint product nature, meaning 

that a linear correlation between the two will exists. 

Commodities price risk does not affect only one player along the value chain. Indeed, 

all the economic actors which compose the value chain of an agricultural good are subjected 

to commodity risk in different ways. Along the agricultural value chain, the most typical actors 

who contribute to produce the final products are farmers, traders, agricultural processors and 

retailers. Commodity price risk diminish along the value chain. Indeed, farmers which position 

themselves at the start of the chain, bear the most of the risk since all their revenue-stream is 

based on the exchange value of the commodity. Moreover, since they just sell the pure 

commodity and they usually do not process it, they have almost no cushion in asking for higher 

trading margin. Many different factors put at risk and increase the volatility of farmers’ 

financial results. Among them the most important are crop-yield, currency, input prices and 

energy costs. Even if still present, agricultural processors face an inferior commodity price risk 

compared to the one of farmers. Indeed, the role of agricultural processors is to transform 

raw materials into marketable and saleable outputs. After being processed, products have 

prices which are more predictable and under control of the company (Scott, 2002). The latter 

results in reduced volatility. At the end of the value chain, consumers nowadays bear the least 
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risk due to the fact that prefer to buy prepared food instead of basic food. In chapter 5, the 

latter topic will be further discussed. 

In 2018, few commodities have experienced a real shock in their value of exchange 

(see picture 7). While soya beans, wood and cellulose have experienced an increase bigger 

than 10 p.p. on their price yoy, commodities like sugar, coffee and pork meat have experience 

a downfall.  

 

Picture 7: Price variation for commodities between 2017 - 2018 (from 

Cepea/Esalq/USP) 

 

As it is possible to notice in the graph, sugar (açúcar) lost 23.1 p.p. of its value compare 

to previous year. Indeed, the price drop from 20 USD cents per lb. to 14.5 USD cent per lb. 

(picture 8) International sugar prices have followed still a negative trend also in 2019. 

According to F.A.O., in its biannual report “Food Outlook”, “The price slide is mainly associated 

with prospects of ample sugar availabilities, following large accumulated inventories in both 

importing and exporting countries. Policy measures to curb imports, or boost exports, as well 

as the strength of the US dollar against currencies of key sugar exporters, particularly during 

the last quarter of 2018, have further exacerbated the price weakness” (F.A.O., 2019). In 

season 2017/2018, sugar production reach 183.0 million tonnes, compared to 169.2 million 

tonnes registered in 2016/2017. The high sugar yield led to an increase in 8.1 p.p. in volume 

produced and a decrease of 17 p.p. of price per lb. The negative trend is shown in the pictures 

below. The latter caused many problems to companies who currently operate in the sugar 

industry. One example could be found in the third world largest sugar producer: Tereos Group. 
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The latter, which is incorporated in France but produce also in Brazil and Africa, registered a 

sharp decrease in revenues value in the last two years from the sugar business unit. Indeed, 

in the last fiscal year (2018/2019), Tereos’ sugar revenues amounted to EUR 920 million, 

registering a decrease of 27 p.p. compared to 2017 (EUR 1.264 billion).  

 

 

Picture 8: Sugar price variation from 2015 to 2019 

 

 

 

Firms’ financial results even deteriorate when the company experience a double 

negative effect from commodity prices. Indeed, as it happened in the pork meat industry in 

2016, while pork meat was experiencing a downfall, the cost of soybeans raised increasing the 
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companies’ cost of production. According to André Aguillar (Investment Manager, KFW-DEG, 

Koln office), in the fiscal year 2015/2016 was “almost impossible to invest in the livestock 

industry”. Indeed, according to Indexmundi (www.indexmundi.com) , in that specific year, swine 

meat passed from 78 USD cents per pound to 64.41 USD cents per Pound in April 2016 (in 

December 2015 the value reached 53.50 USD cents). At the same time, due to a high drought 

in Argentina, the soybean market experienced a sharp increase in its value of 24.1 p.p. These 

two opposite trends drove revenues down and COGS up, increasing the volatility of firms’ 

results throughout the year. 

 

3.3 The relationship between Commodities and Financial Risk 

The two first paragraph have explained the most important concepts of commodity 

risk and financial risk. Managers who work in financial institutions have declared that 

commodity price risk is one of the main risk to lend money to agribusiness company is 

commodity price risk. This paragraph is aimed to demonstrate if commodity price risk 

increases the financial risk and default risk of a company.  

A theoretical answer to this question comes directly from the analysis of the literature 

review on this field of study. Indeed, studies from Brennan and Schwartz (1985) and Tufano 

(1998) theorized models which shows that commodity price risk can adversely affects both 

the value of revenues and asset value (EVt). Overall, there are six main studies that prove the 

relationship between commodity price risk and enterprise value: Tufano (1998, gold industry); 

Callahan (2002, gold industry); Jin and Jorion (2006, oil and gas industries); Berghofer and 

Lucey (2014, airline industry); Treanor, Simkins, Rogers, and Carter (2014, airline industry); 

Treanor, Rogers, Carter, and Simkins (2014, airline industry). The most representative study is 

the one from Tufano, from which all the other studies took inspiration. In his paper “The 

determinants of stock price exposure: financial engineering and gold mining industry”, written 

in 1998, Tufano shows that commodity price risk affects stock markets prices and so, the 

overall enterprise value. Using an augmented market model allows for the investigation of the 

firm's risk from two different sources. To show this the author used the augmented market 

model in the figure below, that analyzes the risk of the firm according to two different 

determinants. 

http://www.indexmundi.com)/
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The parameter γi, measure the exposure to commodity price risk. If the latter parameter is 

different from zero, then the company is affected by commodity price risk. The author, shows 

that γi is positive for producers of commodities because the FCFOs of the company increase 

when the underlying commodity price raises. Since it is proven that the return of stocks is 

affected by commodity price risk then it also means that equity value and enterprise value are 

influenced accordingly. 

Even from a logical perspective, it can be inferred that commodity prices increase the 

variance of the distribution of free cash flows from operations. Indeed, for its intrinsic nature, 

commodities suffer from high variability in their prices. Indeed, as shown in the previous 

paragraph, year over year, commodities prices can also suffer from a diminishing value of 20 

p.p., like sugar between 2018 and 2017. The diminishing values of the prices affect revenues, 

the value of free cash flows and consequently EVt. The latter might lead the company to incur 

in a net loss and the possible not capability to repay debt installments to debtholders. 

Banks and other financial institutions, which act as lenders in the market, might 

consider the high risk profile of agribusiness companies as a threat and not supply credit. 

However, as mentioned in the first chapters of this study, loans from financial institutions will 

be an important enablers of Agriculture 4.0 and so to fully exploit the forecasted increase in 

food demand. Even if the Brazilian financial system is not currently suffering from any liquidity 

problems, SMEs will be required to adopt some mechanisms of risk management in order to 

cope with commodity price risk and receive funds that will allow them to update their daily 

operations. The non-development of the Brazilian agribusiness industry will pose a cap to the 

future development of the Country. Indeed, the potential development of the Agribusiness 

sector could attract and bring investments from all over the world, which can also lead to the 

improvements of other industries such as the poor infrastructure system (roads and ports).  
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4. Application of Commodity Risk Management Strategies to the Brazilian SMEs context 
 

4.1. Introduction of risk management strategies  
 

Once asserted which are the main risks in investing in agriculture and why commodity 

price risk is considered the biggest risk, it is important for the reader to understand which are 

the most used commodity price risk management, in a practioners perspective. After a short 

introduction, the four main risk management strategies will be explained and applied to 

Brazilian SMEs context, from which some drawbacks will emerge. 

Commodity risk management has its own roots back to ancient times, when, in early 

markets, unwritten agreements between two parties were made with a similar structure to 

the one that options and futures have nowadays. At that times, the sale agreement permitted 

the purchaser to refuse the delivered goods if the quality was not equal to the original sample. 

Disagreement over what constituted a satisfactory delivery was a common occurrence. Two 

emergence of two important elements, such as speculative trading and enhanced 

securitization of deals, have favored the creation of trading derivative contracts in 1848. In 

this year, in Chicago, the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) was created: a common place where 

dealers and farmers could meet and exchange cash immediately for the future delivery of 

grain. From these new financial instruments, both farmers and purchasers could benefit by 

knowing in advance how much the transaction price is. The first commodity trading exchange 

in Western Europe was created later in London in 1977.  

Commodity risk management varies dramatically from firm to firm. Indeed, as seen 

above, companies will develop different strategies according to their risk appetite. Companies 

that can be defined as risk lovers do not use risk management tools, while firms with a higher 

degree of risk adversion put a lot of emphasis on such strategies. In the real world with 

imperfect capital markets, academic research has shown that managing risk can be a value 

adding activity by reducing expected taxes, decreasing cash flow and earnings volatility, 

lowering the costs of financial distress, decreasing the cost of capital, and alleviating the 

underinvestment problem (Carter et al., 2017).  
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Along the years, many different strategies have been implemented by companies 

which operate in the commodities business. A round of interviews with managers was 

conducted in order to understand which are the most common strategies. The qualitative 

empirical analysis pointed out that the most common strategies are: futures, storage, 

insurances and vertical integration. The latter strategies have been also found in the literature 

review. The most adopted strategy has been the so-called hedging strategies, which rely on 

the use of future and forward contracts. All these strategies present few drawbacks which do 

not facilitate the management of commodity price risk. To conclude, the benefits of vertical 

integration will be analyzed.  

4.2.1. Hedging Strategies: Futures 

4.2.1.1. Futures 

Futures are standardized financial instruments through which two parties agree to buy 

and sell a specific asset at specific conditions. Indeed, price and date are decided at the day of 

the agreement. The party who obliges himself to buy the future is said to assume a long-

position, while the one who sells the future has a short-position.  

 

Picture 12: Payoff in the use of derivatives instruments 

 

The picture above shows the two different positions mentioned above. F0 is the price decided 

at the moment of the agreement, while FT is the price of the commodity asset at the time of 

the exchange. For the party who has a long-position and so obliged itself to buy the assets, 

profit will be registered when the price of the commodity at time T is higher than the price 

agreed at time 0 (FT > F0). The amount of profit can be calculated by using the following 
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formula: FT – F0. For the party who assume a short-position, the reasoning works in the 

opposite way. Indeed, it will experience a profit when the FT < F0, and the overall profit is F0 – 

FT.  

Futures are standardized contracts, meaning they have homogeneous conditions, such 

as the underlying asset, dimensions of the assets, price, maturity date and delivery place. 

Underlying assets can be commodities or financial activities such as interest rates, indexes and 

shares. The main commodities who can constitute the object of futures can be grouped in 4 

categories: grains (corn, wheat), oilseeds (soybeans, palm oil), soft (coffee, sugar, cocoa and 

orange juice) and other (i.e. milk). When the underlying assets are commodities, the contract 

must express the quality of the bulk to be delivered. Moreover, the contract must contain the 

quantity of the commodities (i.e. dimension of the contract) that needs to be delivered at 

maturity date. The quantity cannot be freely chosen by the two parties. Indeed, the quantity 

has some standards to be respected. The two parties cannot exchange smaller quantity than 

the minimum (i.e. standards). Maturity dates are usually fixed: The latter are usually trimestral 

but based upon the different commodity underlying they can have annual maturity dates.  

Futures prices are linked based upon the spot price of the underlying commodity. Spot 

prices are determined by the demand-supply rule. The process of price discovery depends on 

several interrelated factors such as market structure (such as number, size, location, and 

competitiveness of buyers and sellers), market information (including amount, timeliness, and 

reliability of information), market behavior (procurement/ sales and pricing methods), global 

linkages and prevalence of futures markets or alternate risk management instruments 

(Deloitte, 2018). Future prices are also regulated by another fundamental rule: the principle 

of not-arbitrage possibility. The latter states that, in equilibrium, it is impossible to gain money 

from operations without risk. Based upon the non-arbitrage rule, futures prices are calculated 

as reported below. S0 indicates the spot price at time 0, r is the risk-free rate and T is the 

delivery date.  
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However, if the underlying assets are commodities, few other elements must be added to this 

formula. Indeed, convenience yield (y) and cost of carry (c) must be considered. Convenience 

yield is a measure of the benefit to own immediately the asset. The latter reflect the 

expectations of the availability of the element on the market: the scarcer the resource will be 

in the future, the higher the benefit of having immediately the asset and so the value y. Cost 

of carry (c) measures the costs of storage (u) of the asset and the interest rate (r) needed to 

finance the purchase of the products. The latter is calculated as follow: 𝑐 = 𝑢 + 𝑟. To conclude 

the futures prices (F0) for consumable goods (i.e. agricultural products) can be calculated as 

written below.  

 

The difference between the price of futures and the spot price is called Base. For commodities, 

the base is always positive because the cost storage and delivery of the assets always exist. 

Futures can have many functions. Indeed, they can be used as risk management 

strategies (i.e. hedging) or for speculative reasons. This paper focus on the use of future to 

cope with risk and not for speculative reasons. Thanks to these instruments, companies 

manage to block the prices of future transactions. The latter leads to a better planning of 

future operations. Indeed, usually, farmers enter in a short position in order to sell their goods 

at an already fixed price. While agricultural processors have a long-position in order to block 

their purchase costs and have an inferior COGS-volatility. 

 

4.2.1.2. Alternative financial instruments: Forwards and Options 

 

Alternative but similar financial instruments to futures are forwards and options. 

Indeed, the latter can deploy the same functionality of futures but have different 

characteristics. 

Forwards are private agreement in which an end-date is settled. Even if they have the 

same functionality of futures, they are not traded on an exchange. Due to the latter, the details 
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of the agreement remain private between the parties and the different conditions (quality, 

volume) of the contract are freely decided. However, this increase the counterparty risk. It is 

the risk that one party of the agreement is insolvent and do not pay or that the agricultural 

goods are not delivered. Due to a less standardization of the contract, forward markets are 

less liquid and harder to predict. 

Options are financial instruments which give to the owner the right to buy or sell 

underlying assets at a specific price until the date the contract expires. Differently than 

futures, the owners of this financial instrument are not obliged to sell or buy at expiring date. 

There are two types of options: put options and call options. Put options are similar to futures 

in short-position and they give the right to sell the underlying asset until date T. Call options 

give the right to buy the agreed shares and are similar to assume a long-position in the futures 

market. Options are less risky compared to futures because they are optional and there is no 

obligation of buying and selling.  

 

4.2.1.3. Literature Review Analysis on futures 

 

The impact of futures on firms’ risk management strategies has been highly discussed 

in the academic literature. Indeed, there are many studies and articles which have tried to 

understand if hedging strategies have positive impacts on companies and diminish the overall 

risk to which they are exposed on the commodity markets. Empirical researches, which have 

tried to study commodity price risk management, has gravitated toward few specific 

industries, such as: electric and gas utilities, oil and gas and gold mining. Moreover, many 

studies have focused on the airline industry since they are highly exposed to commodity price 

risk in their cost stream. Soft commodities did not receive much attention. The latter is linked 

with the fact that there are more data available for other industries than for soft commodities. 

According to a study of Carter, published in the Journal of Commodity Markets, up to now, 

academic literature has given answers to four main questions: 

1. Is commodity risk reflected in the equity share price returns or behavior? 

2. Is the use of commodity risk management tools (derivatives) associated with 

reduced risk? 
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3. Is there a relationship between the use of commodity risk management and 

the value of the firm? 

4. Are there other factors that affect a firm's decision to manage commodity price 

risk? 

As already showed in the paragraph 4.3, commodity risk affects equity share price. 

Indeed, Tufano, by utilizing the formula below, managed to discover that there is a correlation 

between firms’ equity value and commodity price risk. 

 

Formula 1 

Moreover, Tufano managed to create a new formula to demonstrate if financial 

instruments (i.e. derivatives) are effective and so associated with reduced risk. The variable 

Hedgei,t can be considered as a dummy variable which express if a company uses or not 

hedging strategies. Control variables are characteristics specific to the company, such as size, 

credit rating and debt ratio. 

 

Formula 2  

By starting from this formula, in 2014, Treanor and al., showed that financial and 

operational hedging are important risk management tools in reducing exposure to fuel prices 

(Carter et al., 2017), by studying hedging fuel strategies applied by 27 airlines companies from 

1994 to 2008. This recent study confirmed what was found out by Tufano in 1998. Indeed, 

Tufano, proved that the Beta of gold mining companies which hedge their operations has a 

lower value of 0.65-0.96 than the ones of not-hedged companies (Tufano, 1998). These 

studies indicate that hedging strategies can be associated with reduced risk level for 

companies and so can be deemed as effective. 

To assess if there is a relationship between commodity risk management strategies 

and the value of the firms, the most frequently used value is Tobin’s Q. As reported in formula 
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3, often the natural logarithm of Tobin’s Q value is used. If there is a positive correlation 

between Beta1 and Tobin’s Q then it is proven that commodities’ risk management strategies 

add value to the firm. 

 

Formula 3 

Carter, Rogers and Simkins, in 2006, determined that there is a positive relation between the 

use of derivates and the firm value. This study was conducted by analyzing the behaviors of 

26 U.S. airlines companies from 1994 to 2000 and “found 1) the stock prices of all the airlines 

were highly sensitive to fuel prices and 2) the prices of the airlines that hedged traded at a 5–

10% premium over those that did not. Furthermore, they highlight that the likely source of the 

value premium comes from being able to fund valuable investments during periods of higher 

fuel prices” (Carter and al.,2017). However, this question has received heterogeneous answers 

and results varied from the industry considered. Indeed, in 2006, Jin and Jorion analyzed 

producers from the oil and gas industry finding out that hedging does not increase the value 

of firms. Hence, it is possible to state that hedging strategies do not affect positively firms’ 

value in all the commodity industries, but just in some. 

The literature review shows that there are many factors which influence the decision 

of firms to use derivatives to cope with commodity price risk. Tufano concluded that the main 

difference is related to managerial characteristics such as the nature of executives’ 

compensations. Indeed, hedging strategies are more common when executives are 

remunerated by direct stock holdings. Managerial-risk adversion also highly affect the 

adoption of derivatives. To conclude also the financial characteristics of a company influence 

hedging strategies. Indeed, a company with a high value of debt ratio will hedge less compared 

to a company with a low debt-ratio value. Indeed, companies with a high value of debt-ratio 

have accessibility to the debt market, while companies with a low value will use derivatives as 

an alternative source of financing. 

Literature review also show the reflections of hedging strategies on investment 

possibilities. Indeed, as expressed in chapter 3 by the managers interviewed, companies which 

adopt hedging strategies are more likely to be funded by financial institutions. Already in 1993, 
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Froot stated: “If hedging can reduce the probability of failing to invest, then risk management 

has positive value implications for the firm” (Froot et al, 1993). Indeed, in his study, he showed 

that if oil prices have a high exchange value on the market, an airline company might look for 

funds outside the company itself. If unhedged, the airlines companies’ financial situation, 

given higher oil prices, might look badly on the eyes of potential investors. Indeed, the 

premium required by investors to lend funds to the firm could cause financial distress. On the 

other hand, if the firm had applied risk management strategies then the investment has more 

probability to be funded. In essence, the potential value lost by the failure to invest because 

of a lack of financing is a cost of distress (Carter et al, 2017). 

Even if many studies have been published on these topics, there are still parts that 

could be covered. Indeed, it is not still clear why there are many divergent results and which 

can be considered right or wrong.  

 

4.2.1.4 The main drawbacks of futures 

 

Even if the efficacy of futures has been proved along the years by scholars and 

researchers, many SMEs operating in the Agribusiness in Brazil do not use futures to cope with 

commodity price risk. According to André Aguillar, who has been the project manager of many 

loan investments of KFW-DEG, many companies do not use futures because of some 

drawbacks of these instruments. Indeed, according to the manager, farmers and financial 

managers of agricultural SMEs, three main negative characteristics of futures limit their use 

to hedge operations: 

▪ The maturity time of futures contracts. As mentioned before, futures are 

standardized contracts with fixed maturity dates (usually trimestral). The main 

problem that farmers face is the so called calendar or time basis risk. The latter 

happens when the maturity date of the contract is different than when the 

agricultural products is available. Indeed, a difference between the two dates 

can lead to additional costs for firms. Indeed, on one hand, if maturity date is 

too early the agricultural products are not going to be available. On the other 

hand, if maturity date of the contract is too late, the firms will have higher costs 
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of storage. Moreover, not all the product can be stored for long times because 

then quality could be negatively affect for some categories of soft commodities. 

Another cost that could exist is the so called opportunity cost. Farmers could 

reorganize their production schedule in order to have the products ready for 

common maturity dates of futures contract. In this case, farmers will renounce 

to crops for some months, so losing part of their annual revenues (opportunity 

costs). 

▪ Quality of the underlying assets. The standardization of the contract leads to 

the requirement of a certain quality, quantity and weight of the agricultural 

goods. Futures cannot be made for all the type of commodities. Indeed, in 

many occasions, SMEs do not have the required conditions to subscribe a 

future contract. One of the main problem is quantity requirements. As seen, 

futures have minimum quantity requirements that can only be double, triple, 

ext. This lead the so called product basis risk, because SMEs do not produce 

minimum quantities or because part of the crops will remain still unhedged. 

Another problem could derive from the fact that sometimes firms produce 

certain special types of a commodity, which cannot be hedged on the market. 

▪ Location of the delivery. At the end of the contract the agricultural goods must 

be delivered to a certain location. The so-called location basis risk happens 

when agricultural goods must be delivered in a place that is different than the 

spot place. The latter will lead the firm to have higher delivery costs and 

additional risks (i.e. insurance to transport the good). For example, this can 

happen if a soya producer concludes a future contract at the stock exchange of 

Sao Paulo. However, according to A. Aguillar, this is deemed as the least risk 

and has been mentioned just few times by firms’ representatives. 

Another factors that limit the adoption of derivatives as hedging strategies is the price 

of futures contract. Indeed, future contracts, due also to the requested quantity amount, can 

be considered expensive by SMEs. Additionally, according to Marcelo Nelsow, some farmers 

and agricultural representatives are scared to enter in a future contract because then you 

cannot exit. It must also be mentioned that some farmers to not completely understand the 

benefits that futures can have on their operations because they do not have economics 

degrees but they are more operational experts. For medium enterprises with financial experts 
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in their top-management, futures are used even if they do not allow to have complex financial 

strategies. 

To conclude, “derivatives instruments are the most common risk management strategy 

adopted by SMEs in Brazil. They are mainly used by medium companies and small agricultural 

processors. It is still hard to find a wide use of these instruments in small firms and farmers at 

the beginning of the value-chain, due to their operational competences they prefer to still 

adopt storage strategies”, affirmed Philipp Heinz. The next paragraph will focus on storage 

strategies to cope with commodity price risk. 

 

4.2.2. Storage 

 

One of the most common risk management strategies applied by players in the 

agriculture industry is the storage of agricultural goods. Storage has been defined by F.A.O as 

“the phase of the post-harvest system during which the products are kept in such a way as to 

guarantee food security other than during periods of agricultural production”. Agricultural 

goods are storage into warehouse. Warehouses have different functionalities such as 

preventing goods from a loss in quantity and quality if they would have left open-air.  

Among the different functionalities, one consists in storing agricultural outputs when 

commodity prices are low and resell them when exchange prices are higher. Moreover, 

warehouses are used for regulating price levels by levelling the overall supply level in the 

market. From the buffer, goods are release in the market when supply are less and they are 

kept when there is an already abundant level available. The latter has the goal to stabilize 

market prices. However, as demonstrated by N. Scott, storage has little effect on stabilizing 

market prices and so in limiting the so-called commodity price risk. Indeed, all the agricultural 

goods need to be stored and storage quantities are limited compared to overall supply 

quantity, leading to a limited impact on the overall price formation. 

As mentioned, storage is also used by producers as a buffer in order to cope with future 

unfavorable price fluctuations on the market. However, this strategy cannot be pursued for 

all the agricultural goods. Agricultural commodities are perishable. However, there are some 
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agricultural goods that can be stored, at certain conditions, for longer time than others. On 

the other hand, other commodity goods such as milk, if stored for long period, completely lose 

all their value because they get rotten. Agricultural goods such as coffee and grain can be 

stored for longer period without losing quality and so value on the exchange market. Coffee 

beans acquire a higher value if they have been stored and aged. The latter is testified by the 

fact that some coffee producers have launched premium products, which use edge coffee. For 

example, Nespresso has launched in 2017 the product Selection Vintage 2011 that only used 

coffee beans being edged for six years. However, as explained later in the paragraph for grains, 

coffee must be conserved at specific temperature and moisture. To conserve quality over a 

long-time period, the process of storage has the goal to slow down the deterioration of 

products. According to F.A.O, three main factors affect the degradation process of products: 

moisture, temperature and oxygen content. However, these determinants vary accordingly to 

the type of agricultural goods considered. Temperature and moisture are important in 

slowdown the degradation process of goods and in influencing the speed of the formation of 

microorganism (bacteria and mould).  For example, the table 1 shows how many days 

maximum grains can stay in a warehouse before the deterioration process begins, based upon 

two different elements: moisture and temperature. However, based upon the different 

category of grain, F.A.O., suggests the optimal percentage of moisture for a successful long-

term storage (table 2). The third factor is oxygen content. If oxygen content is low it can favor 

the slowdown of grain degradation because causes the arrest of microorganisms-

development and the death of insects. However, this may affect the germinating power of 

grains.  
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Picture 13: Maximum Storage days for temperature and moisture for grains 

 

 

Picture 14: Optimal moisture for grain category 

 

According to the developed analysis and to the opinion of managers during the 

interviews, storage strategies have just limited impact on FCFOs volatility and commodity 

price risk. On one hand, literature review shows that there is limited effect of commodities’ 

buffers on controlling and limiting fluctuations of prices. On the other hand, storage strategies 

can work only for limited amount of time and only for some agricultural goods with certain 

qualities. Moreover, modern warehouses that allow having optimal conditions require 

constant financial resources and so can constitute important investments for SMEs with 

limited positive impact. 

 

4.2.3. Insurance products for agriculture 

 

Insurance products for the Agribusiness industry have been spreading and growing 

since decades due to the increased commercialization of farming, the increasing formation of 

pesticides and the highest investment-contribution from financial institutions into agriculture. 

However, according to Oliver Prokein from KFW-IPEX, nowadays-insurance products can be 

seen more as a necessary requirement to start a loan agreement than a commodity price risk 

management. Indeed, insurance products cover firms from financial risk if a negative event 

occur. Even if they are not all related to commodity price risk, this paragraph will give a brief 
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overview on these financial instruments, which can have higher relevancy in the future, 

especially if considering the well-known phenomenon of global warming. 

Agricultural insurance products are sold and bought in a market. Insurers sell 

insurances in exchange of a premium, which farmers pay. However, according to F.A.O., 

insurance has a limited role in risk management in farming (FAO, 2001). The latter is due to 

the fact insurances just delete marginally the risk.  

Many different insurance products can be found in the market. The insurance product 

that best cope with commodity price risk is the crop-revenues insurance. The latter is a 

financial product that combines production and price risks and has goal to meet any remaining 

shortfall in revenue from crop sales. Crop-revenues insurances are based on the revenues 

mean of the producer, calculated as the average production yield of the last years and the 

value of the future on the commodity markets. If at the end of the year the producer’s actual 

revenues are inferior to the revenues’ mean calculated then an agreed amount of money is 

given to the insured. Other common and well-known insurance products are crop hail 

insurance, crop-yield insurance and index-based insurance products.  

In Brazil, there are both government insurance programs and private companies 

offering products on the market. Seguro Rural and Seguro Agricola are the two insurance 

programs developed and subsidized by the Brazilian government and its Minister of the 

Agriculture. However, due to high inefficiencies at government level, these programs did not 

have complete efficacy and have favored the entry of private players in this market.  

 

 

4.2.4. Vertical Integration 

 

Vertical integration is the process of merging two businesses or organizations at 

different stages of the value chain. It can be considered as another strategy that SMEs could 

implement in order to reduce the commodity price risk effect on their FCFOs. Indeed, 

according to N. Scott in his book “Agribusiness and commodity risk: strategies and 

management”, commodity price risk become less intense by moving along the value chain 
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from farmers to retailers. Indeed, as explained, processed-products output should be more 

predictable and prices should be more stable. Moreover, as consolidated by many scholars, 

the old concept of vertical integration can bring many advantages to players who adopt it. 

Considering a SME that produce its own raw materials and then proceed them (farmer and 

agricultural processor), some advantages could be listed: 

• Lower transaction costs. The latter is linked with the higher flows of information. 

Indeed, compared to a normal long-arm relationship, two subsidiaries are more 

willing to exchange information and to develop a suitable planning for both. 

• More efficient supply chain management. It is easier to organize the logistic 

system of the company avoiding delay. 

• Certainty of quality. Agricultural processors and the farmers can agree on the 

quality standards required. Quality standards will also be higher than the ones 

registered by competitors due to the control systems implemented by the 

subsidiary (agricultural processors). 

• Sure access to limited resources. If an unfavorable event occurs (i.e. drought), 

the firm will be sure to have the needed raw materials to process and not to pay 

high prices on the market. The latter will also decrease the so-called sourcing 

risk, which was listed in chapter 3 as one of the main risks. 

However, there are two main challenges to this strategy. On one hand, it requires high 

financial resources availability to implement an acquisition strategy. Therefore, just few 

companies, mainly from medium and big sizes could buy out smaller players. On another hand, 

from the empirical research that follow, it seems that volatility along the supply chain diminish 

only for certain commodities. Hence, the statement of N. Scott cannot be generalized and fully 

applied to the agricultural market.  

In the following empirical research, two main markets have been analyzed: sugarcane 

and soybeans. While the concept stated by N. Scott is confirmed by the analysis on the 

soybeans market, the sugarcane industry registered a discordant result. Indeed, while the 

prices of soy oil (processed product) are less volatile than the prices of soybeans, the prices of 

refined sugar by retailers in the United States registered a higher standard deviation value 

compared to raw sugar (VHP). It must be remembered that standard deviation is a measure 

of the volatility of FCFOs and so of the possible Enterprise Values of a firm. The next two 
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paragraphs will show in detail the empirical researches on soy and sugar, including 

explanations on the procedural weaknesses, which might have affected the results and the 

conclusions. 

 

4.2.4.1. Sugarcane Industry Empirical Analysis  

 

The sugarcane industry has old roots in the history. In 2018/2019, the sugar production 

worldwide amounted to almost 179,000 million metric tons. However, the high production 

level has been offset by the decrease in prices, as shown in chapter 4. The future growth of 

the industry is linked with developing health-trends and government policies. However, due 

to the increase in food demand, it is expected a positive CAGR in the next year strictly linked 

with an higher request from important MNEs (i.e. Coca Cola). 

Brazil is between the top producer and top consumer worldwide. In 2018, production 

amounted to 721,077,287 metric tons, mainly produce in the State of São Paulo (65 p.p.) 

thanks to high value of production yields and TRS-level. However, in the last year, Brazil 

recorded poor results compared to previous seasons, due to a severe drought, both in terms 

of metric tons produced and yields. The latter shows the relevancy that Brazil currently has 

and can play in the near future. Indeed, Brazil will play a crucial role in the expanding 

agricultural demands. Thus, many investments can be expected in this industry.  

As it can be observed in the picture below, many steps and players compose sugarcane 

industry value chain. Sugar plantations send the agricultural output to mills, which extract the 

raw sugar (VHP). After this step sugar is sent to refineries which can decide to produce refined 

sugar or ethanol. Indeed, one specific characteristic of this commodity is that two important 

products can be obtained: refined sugar and ethanol. However, the production processes of 

these two products are very different between them. After the raw material is processed and 

the processed products are obtained, ethanol and sugar are sold to manufacturers and 

retailers. The latter can belong to different industries: industrial-uses manufacturers (i.e. 

biofuel producers), food manufactures (i.e. Danone), restaurants (i.e. Burger King) and 

retailers (Wallmart). 
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Picture 15: Sugarcane value chain 

 

In this industry, VHP sugar follows commodity pricing (NY11) and so the players along the 

value chain can hedge their risk by using futures. However, as explained above, futures in 

Brazil are not adopted by many small players that compose the industry due to the mentioned 

drawbacks of this instrument. According to our managers and some scholars, another viable 

and doable strategy that could diminish the overall commodity price risk is vertical integration. 

In this strategy, players will include more than one just stage of the value chain (i.e. owning 

subsidiaries both in the agricultural production and processing stages). Few companies like 

Tereos Group (France) and ASR Group (United States) have vertical integrated business model.  

One possible way to demonstrate that vertical integration is an effective risk management 

strategy consists in showing that the price volatility of raw materials (i.e. VHP sugar) is higher 

than the price volatility of refined sugar. As a reference of the price of VHP-sugar, it is possible 

to consider the futures price on the NY11. The latter are reported in table 1. The prices 

reported are referred to 112 pounds of VHP sugar. Table 2, shows the average price of refined 

sugar in the United States. The latter are available on the database Statista. To have a valid 

correspondence between the data, volatility of futures prices consider the average price of 

each year.  
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Table 1: Sugar (VHP) futures prices (own production table) 

 

 

Table 2: Average price of sugar by refineries (own production table) 

 

 

Table 3: Variance and Standard deviation of table 1 and 2 

 

Prices have been analyzed from 2000 to 2017. From the empirical analysis on the available 

data, it emerges that the volatility of sugar VHP is lower than the one of refined sugar. Indeed, 

the standard deviation of VHP sugar is 5,84, while refined sugar has a value of 11,12. Standard 

deviation measures the dispersion of the values compare to the mean-value. These results 

show that refined sugar is more volatile than VHP sugar. Hence, sugar processors bear a higher 

commodity price risk compare to sugar farmers and producers, negating the thesis of Nigel 

Scott. Indeed, investing in raw materials is less risky than investing in processed products. To 

conclude, it can be inferred that vertical integration is not always an effective risk 

management strategy in the sugarcane industry.  
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However, this analysis presents few weaknesses that might have affect the results. 

Indeed, the analysis considers only average prices, which might have affected the standard 

deviation of VHP sugar. Moreover, a discrepancy can be created by the fact that for VHP 

futures prices have been considered and for the processed products the prices are the one 

used by retailers (no futures value). It must be remembered that futures could be also 

subjected to speculative attacks. A third element that could have affected the results is that 

sugar, at refinery stage (see picture Z), can be still transformed into ethanol. Ethanol is also a 

product that is subjected to high volatility. Indeed, the price of volatility depends on different 

drivers such as (i) the price of fuel and (ii) regulations regarding the use of fuel and ethanol. 

Indeed, ethanol price follows in the long-run the prices of fuel. Government can adopt 

regulations that limit or increase the use of ethanol and its demand. For example, the 

RenovaBio proposal in Brasil will promote the decrease of GHG emissions by acting on the 

quantity of fuel that company can sell. The latter will lead to a higher fluctuation of prices. 

Finally, the analysis does not consider a specific company. Indeed, these findings could be used 

as a starting point for further analysis by scholars. It will be interesting to do this analysis on 

companies who have actually done the process of acquiring a player in another stage of the 

value chain and understand if their revenues’ volatility has decreased or increased after that 

year. 

 

4.2.4.2. Soybeans Industry Empirical Analysis 

 

Soybean industry has been expanding over the last decades. In 2018-2019, overall 

production was 362.85 million tons, with United States, Brazil and Argentina playing a leading 

role in the market. Brazil is the actual leader in the industry by producing 123 million tons.  In 

the future Brazil is expected to maintain a leader position and contribute to the requested 

increase in demand. According to S. van Berkum, the latter could be achieved thanks to the 

application of new technologies that will lead to both a higher sustainability and efficiency. 

The soybeans industry value chain is also composed by different stages. Indeed, many 

processed products can be obtained from soybeans and sold on the market by retailers. 

Soybeans can have multiple used and used in different industries such as pharmaceuticals, 
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food and beverage, animal feed and personal care. The vast majority of soybeans are used for 

animal feeding. Indeed, according to a study developed by NC soybean producers association, 

80 p.p. of soybean production is destined to meal and 20 p.p. to oil. The use of soybean for 

meal is mainly linked to animal feeding (90 p.p.), while only the 10 p.p. of soybean meal is 

used to in food products such as tofu and soy milk. 20 p.p. of soybean production in the United 

States is converted into soy oil, which has multiple uses: food (68 p.p.), biodiesel & bioheat 

(25 p.p.) and industrial (7 p.p.).  

A similar analysis to the one of the sugarcane industry has been conducted to 

understand if in the soybean the theory of diminishing commodity price risk stated by N. Scott 

can be proved or not. The processed product selected was soy oil. The latter choice has been 

made because there are existing futures on soy oil traded on the market. Table one shows the 

prices from 2014 to 2018 on futures prices on 5000 bushels of soybeans. Table two shows the 

futures prices for 60000 pounds of soy oil. However, the prices of oil must be converted. 

Indeed, according to USSEC (U.S. Soybean Export Council), from 1 bushel of soybeans can be 

converted in 10.7 pounds of soy oil. According to this value, the futures contract on 5000 

soybeans could produce maximum 53500 pounds of soy oil. The latter is inferior to the 60000 

pounds agreed on the futures on soy oil, so the futures prices must by multiplied by a 

conversion rate of 0.892. The latter has been obtained by dividing 53500 pounds obtainable 

from the 5000 bushels of soybeans and the 60000 pounds of soy oil agreed on the 

standardized futures (table 5).  

 

 

Table 4: Soybeans futures prices 
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Table 5: Soy oil futures prices 

 

 

Table 6: Variance and Standard deviation tables 4 and 5 

 

From the statistical analysis, results show that the standard deviation of soybeans is 

inferior to the one registered by soy oil. Indeed, standard deviation of soybeans has a value of 

2.39, while standard deviation of soy oil has a value of 116.72. The latter analysis 

demonstrates strongly that agricultural processors have less volatility risk than farmers do. In 

the soybean industry is possible to state that commodity price risk diminishes along the value 

chain, as suggested by N. Scott. 

A weakness of this analysis can derive from the conversion rate applied to get more 

coherent prices. However, since it is provided by a recognized institution, it is possible to state 

that the conversion rate used is accurate. 
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5. Conclusion 
 

Agribusiness enterprises face a multitude of risks that can affect every year their overall 

production yield and their cash flows.  According to managers, the most important risk that need to 

be addressed is commodity risk price. The latter is perceived as the most important risk because it 

could be potentially affected by many determinants. Indeed, since commodity prices are regulated by 

the supply-demand rule, all the factors that could potentially affect the overall volume produced can 

increase the intensity of commodity price risk. Climate and Regulatory risks are just two examples. Due 

to the high riskiness profile of agribusiness companies, financial institutions expect them to adopt risk 

management strategies that help stabilize the volatility of revenues, cost, inventories and profits. 

Indeed, it is unlikely that enterprises that do not adopt any risk management procedures could receive 

loans and capital investments. 

The qualitative and quantitative analysis suggested that there are four main risk management 

strategies undertaken by firms to cope with commodity price risk. Indeed, the managers interviewed 

pointed out that firms in Brazil use storage, futures, insurance products and vertical integration 

strategies in order to try to stabilize their FCFOs. However, while in the current literature all these four 

strategies have been assessed as effective, the paper shows that they all present drawbacks which 

limit their efficacy and use. The latter discrepancy can be explained by the fact that literature have 

focused mainly on large companies operating in commodities such as oil&gas and not on small and 

medium enterprises operating in the soft commodities markets. Both quantitative and qualitative 

analyses on the risk management strategies used by SMEs have led to the following conclusions: 

• Storage strategies: They are not effective in limiting the variation of commodity prices 

due to both the marginal influence of inventory on the supply-demand rule and for the 

perishability of the output. Moreover, warehouses can be an expensive investment for 

small producers if we consider their limited production volume. 

• Insurance products: They are seen by financial institutions as an ex-ante requirement 

to start an investment. However, just few products are strictly related to commodity 

price risk. 

• Futures: Derivatives are effective instruments to cope with financial risk according to 

the literature review analysis. However, the standardization of these instruments limit 

their use by Brazilian SMEs operating in the agribusiness. Indeed, the interviews 
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highlighted the main drawbacks of futures which farmers are not willing to take. The 

main issue for small and medium producers is the cost of this financial instrument.  

• Vertical Integration: The empirical analysis has shown that vertical integration limit 

the intensity of commodity price risk only for some industries. Indeed, in the soybean 

industry, agricultural processors has less dispersed revenues compared to farmers. The 

same is not verified in the sugarcane industry, where raw sugar futures have a lower 

volatility than the prices of refined sugar. However, vertical expansion seems to be 

unlikely for small producers. Only a percentage of medium enterprises could acquire 

and merge with other enterprises. 

From the analysis, it can be inferred that, at firm-level, many instruments and strategies have 

been developed but all of them present some drawbacks. Also Governments have tried to develop 

many different initiatives with the goal of stabilizing prices and sustain a fundamental sector (i.e. 

agriculture). The stabilizing processes of governments appeared to be the most effective to defend 

and protect small enterprises (and also some medium ones) from commodity price risk. However, since 

their abolition in Brazil, small enterprises have been exposed to higher risks, which have also limited 

their expansions. Up to now, commodity-price risk management, at firm level, has not been able to 

find a solution that completely cancel the risk. The latter suggest that companies and financial 

institutions still have some opportunities in this field. Moreover, these findings could be used as a 

starting point for further studies.  

In the future, the main goals of financial institutions and markets will be to help companies to 

limit FCFOs variation. Indeed, it is in the in the interest of both parties to have a successful risk 

management strategy that could limit the impact of commodity price risk. Companies will benefit from 

it by having a lower profile risk and the possibility to better plan operations and investments. Financial 

institutions could benefit by decreasing the chance of having NPLs (Non-Performing Loan) in their 

portfolio. Moreover, the positive development of new risk management strategies will be an important 

enabler of the evolution of agriculture and agribusiness. A lower companies’ risk profile will attract 

more capital investments, which are fundamental to start the innovation process of the agriculture 

operations. 

 Some possible scenarios that could be favorable to the agribusiness players could be: 

• Creation of futures with smaller dimension (minimum volume required). Since 

agriculture will have a significant impact in the future, the creation of smaller size 

futures could favor also SMEs and an increase in the use of these instruments. Even if 
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through forwards, farmers could already achieve this, forwards have a less liquid 

market; 

• Creation of new insurance products linked with the fluctuation of commodity price. 

Indeed, with global warming, crops will register higher variation both in terms of yield 

and in terms of quality leading to a higher request of insurances with the goal of 

stabilizing revenues; 

• Acquisition of small firms from big enterprises in order to achieve the benefits of 

vertical integration; 

• Collaboration between SMEs belonging to the same industry in order to cope with size 

problems for the utilization of futures (Cooperative Agriculture). 

Financial institutions and insurance companies could exploit these scenarios in order to boost 

their revenues while decreasing the commodity price risk experienced by firms. Moreover, financial 

institutions could act as consultants and propose some valid risk management strategies to firms. The 

latter could be imagine as a new sort of cross-selling strategy. Firms should be considered by banks as 

partners to collaborate with. In this scenario, banks and investors will try to help firms to limit their 

risk by proposing the most suitable financial instruments (i.e. futures) or ambitious strategies such 

mergers and acquisitions (i.e. vertical integration) in industries where the benefits of vertical 

integration could be experienced and achieved (i.e. soybean). In this scenario, financial institutions will 

play a crucial role in the development of the industry and will assume a central and fundamental role 

in the industry value network, as theorized in chapter 1. 

Brazilian government should also consider taking an active role in the development of some 

protection and stabilizing mechanism, as done in the past. Indeed, after having removed these 

programs, farmers and small agricultural enterprises have lost the most effective form of protection. 

Qualitative and quantitative analyses have proven the many inefficiencies of the current available 

instruments. Since risk management instruments seem to be fundamental and necessary for the sector 

development, the government should consider to adopt once again some stabilization prices 

mechanisms. Indeed, Brazil can highly benefit from the advancement of its primary sector and can 

boost its GDP by exploiting the growth in food demand. However, this topic must be further analyze 

to understand the pros and cons of a reintroduction of these effective risk management strategies. 

The latter could be a valid starting point for further research papers.  
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Appendix: Agribusiness in Brazil 

 

Since its discovery, Agriculture and Agribusiness have always been important 

industries for the creation of wealth and GDP for Brazil. Even if the overall relevancy of 

agribusiness on total GDP has been decreasing, according to CEPEA, the agribusiness share of 

the overall Brazilian GDP was around 22% in 2018 and plays very important for the balance of 

payments of the Country. Indeed, Brazil is the world top exporter in many markets, such as 

livestock, soybeans, sugarcane. Brazil has the largest cattle herd in the world, with 13.8% of 

the global stock. In 2017, the Brazilian herd contained 221 million heads of cattle, producing 

10 million tons of carcass-weight equivalent with 39 million cattle slaughtered. 

As already mentioned, food demand will register a sharp increase up to 2050, leading 

to a positive CAGR of the Agribusiness Industry. “To feed a population of that size, estimates 

are that food crop production will have to increase by at least 50%, if not even by more than 

100%, during the next 30 years” (Camargo et al., 2016). According to the Report “Brazilian 

Agriculture in Perspective: Great Expectations vs Reality” written by Camargo, Silva and 

others, Brazil will play a major role in the food demand expansion thanks to its favorable 

weather and soil conditions. Moreover, due the sector relevancy, Brazil has been investing a 

high value in research in agronomy and its applications. The latter have led Brazil to be one of 

the most advanced and innovative countries in this sector. As already mentioned, to 

completely exploit the opportunity of food demand growth, research will have to adapt to 

different external forces, such as changing climatic conditions. Indeed, “researchers will have 

to devise resilient agricultural practices that will be able to accommodate the forthcoming 

environmental and climatic changes” (Camargo, Silva, Merten, Carlos, Baveye, Triplett, 2016). 

Moreover, other challenges will threaten the expansion of Brazilian agricultural outputs. 

This second chapter, will focus on the evolution of Brazilian Agribusiness. The latter 

will be analyzed through a brief description of the sector history, the research institutions and 

the main opportunities and challenges that Brazil will face in the upcoming years. 
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The evolution of Brazilian Agriculture 

Brazil was discovered by the Portuguese Crown in the 16th century with the hope to 

find stones, gold and precious minerals. From that moment on, three main periods can be 

tracked in the Brazilian agriculture evolution: 

1. Agriculture in a Semi-industrialized Country (1500–1950): As mentioned above, Brazil 

at its early beginning was discovered by the Portoguese to bring to the Crown precious 

stones and increase its wealth. At its early beginning nothing of that was found. 

However, soon the Portoguese found out that there was a great potential in terms of 

logs (wood production). The latter, gave also the name to the Country. Indeed, Brazil 

derives from “Pau-Brasil” which is a type of tree. After a period, almost the full 

exploitation of logs was completed and so, the colonists started the first agriculture 

activities such as the cultivation of sugar cane. The latter was the first successful 

operation in the colonies which was not based on the exploitation of metal and wood. 

The success in the sugar cane industry, along with the increase competition worldwide, 

gave confidence to the Portoguese Crown to increase the variety of consumer goods 

cultivated in Brazil. Indeed, in the 19th century, the high request for meat stood out, 

along with the discoveries of gold and the production of coffee. However, Brazilian 

economy and so its agriculture was based just on few products. The latter can be 

testified by the fact that, in the 19th century, coffee accounted for the 64% of overall 

Brazilian export and Brazil was producing the 60% of the coffee global output. As a 

consequence of the reliance of the economy on agriculture and monoculture, Brazil 

grew without significant development until the late 19th century. The success 

persisted as long as the natural resources lasted, but without investments in research 

and technology, it was not possible to compete with the new markets developed under 

the Calvinist doctrine in America (Nicholls, 1970). It is possible to state that even if 

relevant worldwide, Brazilian agriculture was underdeveloped and needed a change 

of policy to stay up-to-date with the overall increasing demand. 

2. The Green Revolution and Transformation of Brazilian Agriculture (1950–1990): The 

potential growth of Brazil could be already noticed at that time. Indeed, in 1950s, the 

arable land was just the 12.5 p.p. of the agricultural areas, the rural population was 

larger than the urban population and the food import in 1951 was 25.0 p.p. (F.A.O 
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Camargo et al., 2016).  From these data it is possible to notice how Brazil needed to 

transform its agricultural operations in order to adapt to the trends of those years: 

urbanization, boom of industrial activities, growing food demand and growing 

population. These changes were made possible by the intervention of the government 

which invested in the so-called Green Revolution: a new technological productivity 

model based on investments in inputs, machinery and technologies. Moreover, this 

period was characterized by the arrivals of Multinationals companies (MNEs) which 

brought to Brazil innovations such as pesticides, fertilizers and tractors. In order to 

make the “revolution” happen faster, the government offered some incentives 

(minimum prices, subsidies, rural credit system) which were mainly targeting large and 

medium producers, which could better absorb the new technological advancements. 

This policy created the coexistence of extensive and intensive systems, rich and poor 

farmer. Indeed, the policies adopted by the government resulted in a shift from rural 

to urban population and increased poverty between small farmers who could not 

benefit from the government incentives. This process of social exclusion was more 

pronounced in the north and northeast, since the southern and southeastern regions 

benefited more from government policies (Pereira, 1999) encouraging the production 

of export cash crops (in particular soybean). In these years, the myth of the 

businessman farmer was created. The business farmer was conceived as an 

entrepreneur who was bringing technological advancements in agriculture. Thanks to 

all the mentioned activities, Brazilian agriculture reached the expected results. Indeed, 

the performance of Brazilian agriculture was better than that of industry, regardless of 

the crisis in the global agricultural market (1980–1984) that toppled the prices of 

agricultural commodities (Delgado, 2012). However, between 1980 and 1990, Brazil 

modernization process was affected by two main constraints: the increasing external 

debt (which influenced macroeconomic policies for agriculture) and the financial 

integration within the globalization process (which influenced the exchange rate). In 

1990s, government reduced its intervention in agriculture leading to a third phases: 

Global Scientific Agriculture. 

3. Modernization and Global Scientific Agriculture (1990–Today): The Global Scientific 

Agriculture (Santos, 2000) period has been characterized by better technological 

standard, greater trade openness, the discovery of valuable scientific information and 
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international access of local agriculture. The last period of Brazilian agriculture has 

been focusing on competitiveness (increasing yields). The latter, is strictly linked with 

investments in information, technology and science. Global scientific agriculture 

differs from the former agrarian pattern in the reduced direct role of the state in 

agricultural production (main focus shifted to logistics); predominance of 

agroindustries and trading companies in financing, input supply, and logistics; higher 

demand and centrality of resources; regional specialization in the production of 

agricultural commodities; liberalization of markets and transfer of commodities; 

development of new technologies and science-based information; greater 

productivity; expansion of agricultural areas and concentration of land ownership; 

external dependence on price control and regulation; and functional specialization of 

the urban environment to meet the demands of the rural environment (Frederico, 

2013). However, even if this period is revolutionary and different, it has its own roots 

in the Green Revolution. Indeed, the scientific contribution comes from institutions 

created by the government after 1950s (see next paragraph). Moreover, also 

management systems have been come relevant in the day-by-day operations of 

agricultural operations. Indeed, marketing, management, storage techniques and 

financial analysis are nowadays fundamental elements. The latter evolutions have led 

Brazil from being an exploited colony to one of the most important worldwide exporter 

of food. Scientific and technological advances, especially in the management of acid 

soils, made the agricultural use of more than 10 million ha of Cerrado possible (Lopes 

and Guimaraes Guilherme, 2016). Analyzing cereal crops, in the last 60 years, 

production increased by 467 p.p. and productivity yields by 336 p.p. (Camargo et 

al.,2016). 

 

The contribution of Research Institutions 

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, Brazilian agribusiness industry received a 

great contribution from scientific research institutions. Indeed, the many scientific discoveries 

and information have led to a sharp increase of yields in many markets. Nowadays, Brazilian 

research institutions employ qualifies individuals who have published outstanding scientific 

outputs, which have been gaining recognition and have been cited multiple times. Due to the 
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latest trends (i.e. climate change), it is expected that these institutions will play an even bigger 

role in the upcoming years.  

The first time that Brazil started to develop studies related to agriculture was during 

the 19th century, when a study about plant acclimation was completed. The first research 

center was created in 1859 in Bahia, Imperial Instituto Bahiano de Agricultura, by the Brazilian 

emperor Dom Pedro II. During the Green-Revolution, scientific research was highly sponsored 

by the government. Indeed, all the new advanced technologies and the breeding crops 

imported from advanced economies needed to be adapt to tropical and subtropical climates. 

Even if some of the new agricultural techniques were created directly by farmers though 

adaptions, a substantial part of the Brazilian development in the last two centuries was a result 

of the skills, products, and services, created and disseminated by public research organizations 

(Salles-Filho and Bonacelli, 2007). A big contribution was given by OEPAS and Embrapa.  

Nowadays, OEPAS (Organizaçoes estaduais de Pesquisa Agropecuaira), which is the 

State Organizations of Agricultural Research, is composed by 22 entities from 17 different 

States. Overall, it employs 2032 researchers in 300 laboratories. Its main goal has always been 

to conduct experiments and projects on agriculture and livestock in order to deliver precious 

insights. Currently, they specially focus on the sustainability issue and the strengthening of 

family farmers with the goal of reducing social inequality. 

In addition to OEPAS, Brazilian government contributes to the agronomy research 

through Embrapa. The latter is a public company under private law that was created in 1973. 

Its mission is to drive agriculture towards sustainability through research, development and 

innovation. It employs more than 2400 researchers who are working in 47 laboratories 

distributed across the country. Summing up a total of 47 units, 5 are described as Service 

(Coffee, Land Management, Technological Information, Products and Market, Plant 

Quarantine), 14 are dedicated to product research (Cotton, Rice and Beans, Goats and Sheep, 

Forestry, Beef Cattle, Dairy Cattle, Vegetables, Cassava and Tropical Fruits, Maize and 

Sorghum, Fishing and Aquaculture, Soybean, Swine and Poultry, Wheat, Grapes and Wine), 11 

deal with basic research (Agrobiology, Agroenergy, Food Agroindustry, Tropical Agroindustry; 

Studies and Training; Agricultural Informatics, Instruments, Environment, Satellite Monitoring, 

Genetic Resources and Biotechnology, Soils), and 17 are ecoregional units (Acre, West 
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Livestock, Agrosilvopastoral, Amapa´, Western Amazon, Eastern Amazon, Cerrados, 

Temperate Agriculture, Cocais, Mid-North, Pantanal, Southeast Livestock, South Livestock, 

Rondonia, Roraima, Tropical Semiarid, Coastal Tablelands), (F.A.O. Camargo et al., 2016). 

 

 

 

 

Picture 5: OEPAS and EMBRAPA research centers’ distribution 

 

However, research does not only come from OEPAS and Embrapa. Brazil has many 

universities which offer graduate programs focused on agronomy.  Indeed, there are more 

than 400 courses offered by around 60 universities. The agricultural education system in Brazil 

publish an annual average of 13,500 scientific articles (Camargo et al., 2016). As it is possible 

to observe on Scimago Journal and Country Rank (https://www.scimagojr.com/index.php ), Brazil 

currently is the 5th for produced and cited documents in the Agribusiness field (see picture 6). 

The latter is very important for the future development of Brazilian economy and the overall 

world, due to the fact that a special contribution of food demand will be absorbed by the 

Brazil. Indeed, it shows that Brazil is investing a lot in the future development of this sector 

and it is trying to discover new techniques in order to catch the expected increase in demand. 

https://www.scimagojr.com/index.php
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Picture 6: Scimago Journal and Country Rank 

Future Development and threats of Brazilian agriculture 

 

As mentioned in the first chapter, food demand is expected to grow by 2050 by 70% 

and Brazil is expected to take account for a big piece of the pie. The latter constitutes a great 

opportunity for Brazil and its economy. However, to fully exploit this opportunity, Brazil will 

have to cope with some threats and overcome different challenges. 

On one hand, Brazil could possibly take responsibility of a high percentage of the food 

demand increase thanks to its still unexpressed potential. Indeed, many researchers already 

in the past have shown the great potential of Brazilian agriculture. In 2010, Tollefson already 

stated that Brazil is capable of taking responsibility for the expected increase in food demand 

worldwide thanks to its plentiful land, water resources and sun. Indeed, by analyzing data 

from 2016, it is possible to notice that Brazil, in addition to the cultivated 58 million acres 

(www.ibge.gov.br) , still had a natural reserve of 103 million acres and 70 million acres that can 

be made available by the intensification of animal husbandry (Sparovek et al., 2011). The 

undesirable environmental impacts linked with the utilization of these protected areas could 

be avoid by adopting better soil management techniques (i.e. no-tillage systems). Indeed, by 

using the newest techniques associated with higher-yielding varieties, the maintenance of the 

exploited territories as conservation areas could be achieved. In 2016, almost 70% of the 

original vegetation cover of Brazil (517 million ha in 2012) is preserved, compared to an 

equivalent figure of only 0.3% in Europe (Camargo et al., 2016). To the unexploited lands, it 

must be added that Brazil is still relying on an inefficient logistic system which act as a 

http://www.ibge.gov.br)/
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constraint for the development of the overall economy. The efficient use of energy in the 

Brazilian agriculture is another positive aspect that makes this sector sustainable in the future 

and candidate Brazil to be one of the top player in the future development of the industry. 

Indeed, only the 37 p.p. of the national agricultural output still relies on the use of fossil fuel. 

Moreover, the energy matrix is one of the best in the world (BRASIL/EPE, 2018). The latter 

results have been reached partly thanks to the mentioned no-tillage systems. With this 

system, not only is energy consumption significantly reduced, but, above all, erosion has 

dropped from 6 to less than 1 ton ha-1 year-1 (Bollinger et al., 2006; Merten and Minella, 2013). 

Finally, Brazil is investing constantly in Agriculture and R&D linked with it, both at state level 

(OEPAS) and federal level (Embrapa). According to the World Bank, Brazilian investments on 

Agriculture are stable and correspond to 1,5% of the GNP. 

On the other hand, many challenges arise and are threating the current and future 

development of the Brazilian Agribusiness industry. The main challenges threatening the 

current (and future) development of Brazilian agribusiness are: (i) deforestation (Amazon), (ii) 

food security and its regulation, (iii) environmental issues (i.e. GHG) and (iv) economic aspects.  

v. Deforestation has old-roots in the history and is not a new phenomenon linked 

just with Brazil and Amazon. Indeed, Henry the VIII destroyed the Forest of 

Sussex to build ships for the British Military. The recent deforestation affecting 

Brazil nowadays is linked with colonization of the Amazonas and the 

exploitation of its natural resources for economic interests. However, Brazil is 

still the Country with the higher percentage of protected forest in the world. 

According to many journalists, the Amazon issue is not just a matter of planet 

sustainability but also a lobby to restrict the power of Brazil on the commodity 

market (Camargo et al, 2016). Indeed, if Brazil would also start to exploit 

natural resources from the Amazonas commodity-output will register an 

increase, driving up competition and prices down. However, the latest events 

go against what Camargo stated. Only in 2019, Amazon has experienced more 

than 80000 fires, registering an increase of 80 p.p. compared to previous year. 

The fires have been linked to willingness of entrepreneurs to make the land 

available for production and business purposes, especially for the livestock 

industry. Exponents and representatives from many Countries have gathered 
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in order to discuss and protect the world-lung, as defined by President E. 

Macron in Biarritz during the G7. Moreover, seven countries of South America 

(Brazil, Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana, Perú and Surinam) have signed an 

agreement called Leticia Pact, which has the goal to protect Amazon, to start 

with reforestation and also to increase the role that indigenous populations 

have in protecting this area. It is very important to state that business purposes 

do not have to overcome social and environmental ones. Brazil must protect 

Amazon and its biodiversity. 

vi. Food Regulation will play an even bigger role in the future due to the expansion 

in the demand. Food security is one of the most debated topic nowadays. Brazil 

has been involved in few recent scandals in the last years. Brazil has been 

banned from exporting meat (i.e. beef, chicken) towards many countries due 

to many scandals and lack of controls. The biggest scandal in the meat industry 

in Brazil, entitled “Weak Flesh” – which investigates laboratory frauds at the 

Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Food Supply and irregularities committed 

by large companies' slaughterhouses – started in March of 2017. The operation 

investigated companies and sanitary inspectors who conspired to sell non-

standard products, falsify export documents, or fail to inspect processing units. 

JBS, owner of Friboi and Seara, and BRF, owner of Sadia and Perdigão – the 

biggest meat producers in Brazil – were among the companies involved in the 

operation. The European Union veto on Brazilian chicken imports generated a 

loss of around 30% of the total poultry exports by Brazil in 2018 – an enormous 

amount considering that Brazil is the biggest poultry producer in the world. 

Besides that, the operations disturbed the meat exporting industry, which led 

to the excess supply of chicken in Brazil and lack of the product in Europe, the 

decrease in the price of chicken in Brazil and increase in the price in Europe, 

drop in the overall meat production and dismissal of employees, hence 

generating unemployment.  

vii. Environmental issues regard GHG emissions, the usage of water and energy. As 

already mentioned in the previous chapter, Agriculture is held responsible due 

to the utilization of water, fertilizers, pesticides and CO2 emissions (i.e. 
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livestock). New techniques and technologies could pose a limit to this issue if 

correctly implemented. 

viii. Economic aspects regard trade barriers, infrastructure and financing system. 

The financing system will be discussed in the next chapter. Trade barriers pose 

a limit to the expansion and success of the Brazilian agriculture system. Indeed, 

protectionist measures such as CAP (EU) and Farm Bill (USA) have limited the 

export outputs of Brazil. The CAP was created as a system of agricultural 

subsidies to ensure better investment conditions to EU farmers in order to 

ensure an artificial competitiveness. On these external policies, Brazil cannot 

do anything and pose a limit. Brazil should work to decrease the so-called 

Brazilian costs. The latter are associated with the many inefficiencies of 

producing in Brazil. For example, in 2010, it was estimated that the price of 

agricultural Brazilian products was 36 p.p. higher than the same product 

produced in the United States. Logistic is one of the main causes. The latter 

poses a serious limit to the expansion of the economy of the country. The main 

problems regard the flow of agricultural goods: transport, port services and 

storage. The flow from the Cerrado or from more distant places has the most 

expensive logistics on the planet and depends on road transport and highways 

in disrepair (F.A.O. Camargo et al, 2016). In the last decades, Brazilian 

governments have tried to invest to improve the infrastructure system but the 

many attempts were always characterized by corruption-scandals which 

blocked the evolution of the system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


